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ABSTRACT
A new one-dimensional collisionless kinetic model is developed for the flow of ions
to probing structures in drifting plasmas. The cross-field flow into the presheath is
modelled by accounting consistently for particle exchange between the collection flux
tube and the outer plasma. Numerical solutions of the self-consistent plasma/sheath
equations are obtained with arbitrary external ion temperature and parallel plasma
flow velocity. Results are presented of the spatial dependence of the ion distribution
function as well as its moments (density, particle flux, temperature, and power flux).
The ion current to the probe is obtained and the ratio of the upstream to downstream
currents is found to be well represented by the form R = exp[Kud], where K = 1.66
for T; = Te and ud is the drift velocity in units of (Te/mi)1/ 2 . The results agree well
with comparable recent fluid calculations but show substantial deviations from other
models which ignore particle exchange out of the presheath. No evidence is found of
the formation of shocks in the downstream wake, contrary to the implications of some
fluid theories. We have also extended the previous kinetic model by generalizing cross-
field transport and adding ionization to the source of the Boltzmann equation along
the presheath. Ion sheath current density and ratio(R) of upstream to downstream
current are obtained as a function of plasma drift velocity, equivalent viscosity, ion
temperature, and ionization rate. Constants(K) in the form R=exp[Kud] are obtained
in terms of viscosity, ion temperature, and ionization rate.
Plasma flow measurements in the presheath have been performed using two types
of directional electric 'Mach' probes, in the PISCES facility at UCLA. A fast scanning
versatile probe combination has been developed, which operates simultaneously as a
"magnetized" Mach probe, an "unmagnetized" Mach probe(with characteristic probe
size greater than and smaller than ion gyroradius, respectively), and an emissive probe.
Presheaths have been investigated by inserting a small object at the center of the
plasma column. Variations in plasma flow velocity, density, and potential along the
presheath have been deduced by fluid and kinetic theories. A comparison is made
between Mach numbers obtained from the magnetized probe and the unmagnetized
probe. Incorporation of shear viscosity with ~ 0.5nmiD1 in the cross-field transport
along the presheath provides the best fit to the results. The cross-field diffusivity(Dj)
seems to scale approximately as B 1 / 2 , with magnitude about 4 times larger than
Bohm, in the PISCES plasma. The effect of an electrical bias applied to the object on
the presheath characteristics is discussed.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Ian H. Hutchinson
Title : Associate Professor of Nuclear Engineering, M.I.T.
Thesis Reader: Dr. Daniel E. Hastings
Title : Associate Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics, M.I.T.
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As a solid is heated, it undergoes a phase transition to a new state, usually liquid.
If heat is added to a liquid, it undergoes a phase transition to the gaseous state. The
addition of more energy to the gas results in the dissociation of the gas molecules and
finally leads to the ionization of some of the atoms. This form of an ionized gas with
the atoms dissociated into positive ions and negative electrons is called "plasma."1
Although the transition from a gas to a plasma happens gradually and is therefore
not a phase transition in the thermodynamic sense, plasma is often referred to as a
"fourth state of matter," which was first expressed by Crookes 2 in his work on lines
and trajectories of molecules in a discharge tube.
All except a small fraction of the universe exists in a plasma state. In the upper
atmosphere(ionosphere), plasma is created by photoionization of the tenuous atmo-
sphere. Farther out from the earth, plasma is trapped in the earth's magnetic field(Van
Allen radiation belts). Plasma streams toward the earth from the sun(the solar wind),
and fills many regions of interstellar space, forming the medium through which outer
space is viewed. Gaseous nebulae, certain types of comet tails, and the debris of ex-
ploded stars are also composed of plasma. In our daily lives, we encounter plasmas in
such diverse places as the flash of a lightning bolt, the soft glow of the Aurora Borealis,
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the conducting gas inside a fluorescent tube or neon sign, and the slight amount of
ionization in a rocket exhaust. In addition, many problems in astrophysics- such as
the dynamic behavior of the ionized matter and magnetic field near the surfaces of
the sun and stars, the origin of cosmic rays, the emission mechanisms of pulsars and
radio sources, the dispersion and broadening of signals travelling through interstellar
space, the dynamics of the magnetosphere, and the propagation of electromagnetic ra-
diation through the ionosphere- are closely related to the fundamental characteristics
of plasma. So the investigation of the behavior of plasma has great importance for the
understanding of our universe, including our earth.
B) Space
We have explored our neighbor space by launching various space vehicles. The
interaction of a spacecraft (satellite, space shuttle, space station) with its plasma en-
vironment is a fundamental area of research in space plasma physics and in planetary
geophysics. 3 - 6 We are dealing with the complicated phenomena and physical processes
involved in the electrodynamic interaction between an obstacle and its surrounding
plasma. In the solar system, some examples of such interactions are the following: (a)
self-magnetized bodies(e.g., the Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Mercury, and Uranus) with
the solar wind; (b) non-magnetized bodies(e.g., our moon and the moons of the large
planets such as Io and Titan) with the solar wind and/or the magnetospheres of their
parent planets; (c) comets with the solar wind; (d) planetary ionospheres with the
solar wind; and (e) artificial bodies(i.e., spacecraft) with planetary ionospheres, mag-
netospheres, and the solar wind. The interaction between a body(surface) and its
surrounding plasma is mutual, i.e., both body and plasma are affected. The effects
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on the body result mainly in the charging of its surface, whereas the effects on the
plasma result in the creation of shocks ahead of the body and very complicated wakes
behind the body. Practically, it is very important to understand the interaction be-
tween a body and plasma for our space research, since they affect the interpretation
of measurements for low-energy particle and field measurements performed by probes
installed on satellites and the optimal design of probes and their location on satellite.
C) Earth
We have tried to make an artificial sun on the earth. Nuclear fusion is the process
that powers the sun and stars. Controlled nuclear fusion may be a long-term solution
to the world's energy needs.7 '8 In fusion two lighter nuclei collide to form a more
massive nucleus, while fission involves splitting the nucleus of an atom into smaller
components by bombarding it with a neutron. In both fission and fusion, the final
particles have less mass than the original particles, and the difference of mass has been
converted into energy, given by Einstein's formula E = mc2 . Due to its high cross-
section and energy release, the most favorable reaction is the fusion of deuterium(D)
and tritium(T) nuclei to form alpha particle(H4) and neutron(n), i.e.,
D + T -+ H4(3.5MeV) + n(14.1MeV).
The D - T reaction cross-section reaches its maximuxnm(aD-zT 5 x 10-23 cm 2) when
the relative velocity of the reacting particles(IvD - vTI) becomes ~ 3 x 108 cm/sec at
~ 100 keV incident energy of deuterium with a stationary tritium target.9 The most
efficient way of achieving a high reaction rate is to heat equal quantities of deuterium
and tritium in a high temperature plasma. The reaction rate(< ov >D-T) becomes
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appreciable at ~ 20 keV(~ 2 x 108 K) with averaging over a Maxwellian distribution
of velocities, which is less than the peak cross-section energy(- 100 keV). This is due
to contribution from ions in the high energy tail of the Maxwellian distribution. Thus
17.6 MeV energy is produced at the expense of ~ 100 keV energy.
Since the reacting particles are heated to an extremely high temperature (- 108 K)
and are confined within a chamber, a huge number of energy releasing reactions take
place. Since the confinement is not perfect, energetic particles and photons are released
from the hot plasma(~ 108 K) and strike the internal structure of the confinement
device(~ 103 K), causing the release of impurities and damage to the internal structure
of the confinement device. These impurities are one of the major obstacles in achieving
thermonuclear fusion and the damage is one of our important concerns in designing
confinement devices. Thus the plasma-wall(surface) interaction at the edge of the
confinement device is very important.
D) Computers
We have become very dependent upon computer chips in our daily lives. And
manufacturing better integrated circuit seems to be one of the hot issues these days.




which is expected to play an important role in manufacturing semiconductor and
other devices requiring fine-line lithography. Plasma etching is the selective etching
of material by reaction with chemically active radicals formed in a glow discharge. In
comparison with the conventional wet-chemical or electrochemical etching, it is dry
and clean, so it offers process simplification, improved dimensional resolution, and
tolerances.
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E) One approach for Various Interactions
While there are significant differences between the various interactions which are
mentioned above, there also exist fundamental points of similarity. Hence, it is hoped
that investigating "plasma-body(surface) interactions" under a wide range of plasma
and body(surface) parameters will lead eventually to a unified approach in dealing
with such interactions. As an example of an interacting body with plasma, we choose
a probing object such as an electric probe, and from here on we will concentrate our
attention on probing objects in the plasma.
1.2: Plasma Surface Interaction
What happens to the plasma at the surface when the plasma is contained in a
vacuum chamber of finite size or an object is surrounded by it?13 Suppose there is
no appreciable electric field and magnetic field inside the plasma, i.e., potential Op is
constant there. When ions and electrons hit the surface, they recombine and are lost.
Since electrons have much higher thermal velocities than ions, unless the ion tempera-
ture is much higher than the electron's, they are lost faster and leave the plasma with
a net positive charge. The plasma must then have a potential positive with respect to
the surface, i.e., surface potential kf is negative. This potential cannot be distributed
over the entire plasma, since Debye shielding will confine the potential variation to
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a layer of the order of several Debye lengths* in thickness. This layer, which must
exist on all cold surfaces with which the plasma is in contact, is called a 'sheath.' The
function of a sheath is to form a potential barrier so that the more mobile species,
usually electrons, are confined electrostatically. The height of the barrier adjusts itself
so that the flux of electrons that have enough energy to go over the barrier to the wall
is just equal to the flux of ions reaching the surface. The sheath thickness is not easily
obtained. It is not only a function of surface(e.g., voltage applied to the surface),
but also a function of plasma parameters(e.g., density, temperature, and gas pressure,
etc). For a high gas pressure(i.e., very collisional),1 5 the sheath thickness(z,) is pro-
portional to 03/, where 0, is the sheath potential; while for a low gas pressure,1 6 ,1 7
it is proportional to 43/4. Since the sheath potential(o55 ) is unknown, sheath thickness
should be obtained from the Poisson equation after the ion and electron densities are
given. Analytical solutions can be obtained approximately. Hutchinson 18 solved the
Poisson equation without the electron term for a highly negative bias case, and he
calculated the sheath thickness as ~ 4AD for the hydrogen plasma. Franklin 19 solved
the full Poisson equation by using polynomial expansion near the sheath edge, and
obtained the sheath thickness as ~ 1.74AD for the hydrogen plasma. Practically, a
somewhat larger value than calculated has been quoted19,20 as the sheath thickness,
e.g., z~ 10AD-
So far we have focused on the plasma. What happens to the material when we
insert it into plasma?21 When an ion enters the sheath and is accelerated through the
potential drop, it hits the material with a certain kinetic energy. If this energy is large
* Debye shielding is the phenomenon that the charges in the plasma tend to redistribute
themselves so as to shield the plasma from the electric field which the perturbing charge
generates, and it is an example of plasma collective behavior. Debye length is the
distance to which the perturbing effects of a charge can penetrate into the plasma, and
b4
is given by ID= 4rnae 2 Te+Ti
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enough to penetrate a long distance, it may be trapped, or else it may diffuse into the
material. While diffusing or in contact, the ion can be recombined with the electron
and released as a neutral atom. This atom can be recombined with another neutral
atom in the case of partially ionized plasma, and becomes a gas molecule. Then
it could be dissociated into atoms. A diffusing ion can form a chemical compound
with a surface atom(or nucleus) and be released(chemical sputtering). This chemical
compound is dissociated(molecular break-up) into an atom and remaining molecule.
These dissociated atoms can be ionized and enter into the surface again. Entering ions
can be reflected without having any interaction with the material surface. They can
be attached on the surface and form a layer of atoms without being diffused into the
material or being released(impact desorption). Entering ions can kick out the atom
(or nucleus) of the surface material(physical sputtering). When the surface is heated
to a sufficient high temperature in relation to the work function, thermionic emission
of electrons -will occur. At higher temperatures and large potentials, surface emission
of ions can take place. Moreover, the highly energetic ions arriving at the surface can
cause emission of secondary electrons. These processes affect the plasma parameter
such as potential and densities near the surface, and vice versa.
1.3: Parameters
There are so many parameters to consider in order to develop the probe theory
and perform probe measurements, depending on our attentions; whether we focus
on plasma or on material. Throughout our entire work, we will only focus on the
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parameters of plasma, except the applied voltage to the probe, i.e., we will assume
that probe surface is absorbing.
There are various ways where the presence of the probe perturbs the plasma and
hence changes the currents. 22 - 25 The behavior of the probe depends on the following
parameters:
a) Applied probe potential; When potential is applied positively with respect to the
local plasma, electrons are repelled and ions are attracted, and vice versa. Hence
the sheath characteristics will change with it.
b) Ratio of the Debye length to the probe size(AD/ap); If the Debye length is very
short,i.e., the sheath is very thin, all the particles entering the sheath hit the probe.
If it is the opposite, all the particles entering the sheath will not hit the probe any
longer, because of the possibility of orbital motions.
c) Ratio of the particle mean free path(\mfp)* to the probe size(ap), or to the char-
acteristic length of perturbation due to probe(Lc); The motion of the charged
particles near the probe is modified by collisions. Therefore the current-voltage
characteristics of the probe will depend on the electron and ion mean free paths
relative to the probe size.
d) Ratio of ion temperature to electron temperature(T;/T); Since most energy is
transferred to the electrons in low pressure gas discharges, electron energy is usually
bigger than that of ion. On the other hand, ion energy can be larger than that of
electron in very high temperature plasma or in the magneto plasma dynamic(MPD)
arcjets, where the energy loss is mainly from the electrons.
* Mean free path is the average distance that a particle moves between collisions with
others.
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e) Presence of negative ions; When electron-attaching species exist(e.g., in the iono-
sphere), negative ions are present and they affect the governing equations of the
perturbations.
f) Presence of neutrals; Neutrals can contribute a volume source via ionization and
they affect the mean free paths of ions and electrons with them. They affect the
choice of theories whether collisional or collisionless and source types.
g) Presence of magnetic field; Magnetic fields influence the motion of charged particles
by restricting their motion perpendicular to the field. Therefore the collection of
particles will depend upon the intensity and the orientation of the magnetic field.
Effects due to it will be mentioned further later on.
h) Presence of plasma drift; Plasma drift affects the plasma mass motion relative to
the probe, hence the collection of them. More detailed effects will be addressed
later.
These parameters do not affect the probe characteristics independently. They
relate each other, so it may be very hard and overwhelming to deal with them all.
Throughout our entire work, we will deal with the case that
b) sheath is very thin(AD/ap << 1),
c) there is no collision within the perturbation region, and
e) singly charged ions and electrons without negative ions,
in general. And we will discuss the effects of other parameters on ion collection by
electric probes.
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1.4: Simple Probe Theory
The use of electrostatic probes constitutes possibly one of the earliest techniques
for the study of the plasmas. Basically an electrostatic probe is merely a small metallic
electrode, usually a wire, inserted into a plasma. Essentially the method is based upon
the interpretation of the current collected by a probe in the plasma as a function of
the voltage applied to the probe. It is used in a wide variety of plasmas from the
low-density, low-magnetic field space plasmas to the high-density, high-magnetic field
fusion plasma at the edge of fusion research devices.
When we insert a probe(simple metallic wire) into plasma, there is a perturbation
due to it. Since the perturbation due to a probe is localized for the most. cases(when
there is a strong magnetic field, the perturbation is no longer local), we can draw
the local properties of plasma if we quantify(or qualify) the characteristics of the
perturbation due to a probe. The following are reviews on the characteristics of the
probe.18,21-24-
A) Qualitative Description
The general form of an electrostatic probe current versus bias voltage characteristic
is shown Fig. 1.4.1. O, is the plasma potential with respect to probe ground. When
0, probe bias, is very negative with respect to O,, the electric field around the probe
will prevent all but the highest energy electrons from reaching the probe, effectively
reducing the electron current to zero. The current collected by the probe, I,, is then
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due entirely to positive ions, which encounter only on attracting electric field; thus it
is termed the ' ion-saturation current'(Region A).
As .0 is increased, the number of electrons which are able to overcome the repelling
electric field and contribute a negative current increases exponentially, reducing the
total current, I, from the value Ii. Eventually the electron current collected is equal
to Ii at 0 = of, where of is called floating potential. of is less than -Op because the
electron thermal velocity is (mi/Me)1/2 greater than that of ion. When the probe is
allowed to 'float,' independent of a bias, it quickly develops the potential of to repel
electrons(Region B).
Further increase of the probe bias to O, allows the electron current to completely
dominate I. At point Op, the probe is at the same potential as the plasma. There are
no electric fields at this point, and the charged particles migrate to the probe because
of their thermal velocities. Since electrons move much faster than ions because of
their small mass, what is collected is predominantly electron current. If the probe
voltage is made positive relative to plasma, electrons are accelerated toward the probe.
Moreover, the ions are repelled, and what little ion current was present at O, vanishes.
A variation of contact potential over the probe surface due to contamination of the
probe surface will produce distortions in the probe curve essentially by an averaging
process for the current over a voltage range.2 6 ,2 7 This will tend to round off abrupt
changes in the characteristic such as the "break" in the electron current near plasma
potential. Any further increase in 0 will simply add energy to the electrons, not
increase the current drawn. Since the area of the sheath is relatively constant as the
probe voltage is increased, we have the fairly flat portion for the probe characteristics.
Thus the term 'electron-saturation current' is used in this limit(Region C).
If we increase the bias voltage further in the 'electron saturation region,' there is
a point where the total current(=electron current) suddenly increases sharply. It is
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due to the secondary ionization caused by the accelerated electrons(i.e., to compensate
the ion generation by the secondary ionization, electron current gets larger)(Region
D). On the other hand, if we decrease the bias voltage further in the 'ion-saturation
region', the ion current suddenly increases at a certain point(Region E). This is due
to the electrons emitted from the probe surface due to ion bombardment. 2 1 These
two extreme cases continue until the probe itself breaks down(melting) due to Joule
heating.
1) Quantitative Description : Unmagnetized Plasma
We can put the above qualitative remarks in quantitative form for the following
cases:18,28 1) very thin sheath; 2) collisionless plasma within the perturbation; 3) cold
ions; 4) no magnetic field; and 5) no plasma drift. Even under the above assumptions,
the probe theory for the whole range of bias voltage(as in section A) is very com-
plicated. Therefore we consider the case that electrons can be described in a simple
way.
If we apply a strongly negative bias to the probe with respect to the plasma
potential, electrons are repelled and can be described by the Boltzmann relation:
ne(z) = n. exp[eO(z)/T], (1.4.1)
for 4(z) - 0, >> T/e, where 0,, is potential at the wall(probe surface). Then the
electron current collected to the probe is
I,=-1 e1 ApnooexpqS1 ], (1.4.2)





From the quasineutrality, continuity of ions, and free-fall motions of ions, we can
obtain the ion current to the probe as
I; = e(-2eO8)'/ 2Anoexp[-] = e(wL)1/2Asn.. exp[-Z), (1.4.3)
m; Te mi
where A, is the sheath area, and A./A, is approximately given as (1 + z,/ap)n with
n=2,1 and 0 for spherical, cylindrical, and planar probe, respectively. Here the sheath
potential is given by
Te
.9 2e (1.4.4)
So far we have approximately analyzed a planar probe in plasmas with cold ions.
Allen et al.29 refined the analysis for zero energy ions by removing the assumption
of a quasineutral plasma region(Poisson equation) numerically for a spherical probe.
They showed that at values for It/It > 104 or )d/ap < 10-2, where It is the random
ion current passing through a Debye sphere, the previous sheath approximation is
quite accurate. Bohm et al.3 0 treated the problem of a spherical probe by assuming
that the field around the probe could be represented by an extremely thin sheath
surrounded by quasineutral plasma and that the ions at infinity had random motion
but were all mono-energetic. They showed weak dependence of ion current on ion
temperature for Ti < Te. Bernstein and Rabinowitz 31 analyzed the cases of spherical
and cylindrical probes, solving the self-consistent field problem for mono-energetic
ions. Their results were obtained for a range of values of AD/a, down to about 0.1.
They showed that an increase in ion energy decreases the current by a small amount,
however by a larger amount than the extremely small differences found by Bohm et
al.3 0 Since the ion collection is found to depend on T/T. over an important range of
AD/ap, it may be expected that the assumption of mono-energetic ions is not quite
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adequate to describe the ion collection because their energy distribution is Maxwellian
in practice. Laframboise32 adopted the Bernstein formulation to calculate the exact
numerical solution with Maxwellian ion distribution far from the probe, providing the
ion and electron currents for arbitrary Ti/Te and AD/ap. All these analyses show that
the sheath approximation is quite accurate for most situation where the sheath is very
thin. When the Debye length is greater than or in the order of the probe radius,
the sheath approximation does not work and the orbital effects should be taken into
account numerically.
C) Quantitative Description : Magnetized Plasma
Hitherto we have assumed that there is no magnetic field in the plasma, so that
the particle motions are determined by the electric field. Let's review the effect of
the magnetic field. Here we summarize the review of Hutchinson 1 8 and Lipschultz et
al.28 The main effect of the magnetic field is to cause the electrons and ions to spiral
around the magnetic field lines in circular orbits of gyroradius(p = mv/qB), instead
of moving ballistically. Thus the particle motion across the magnetic field is greatly
restricted, while the motion along the field is essentially the same as before. The effect
of the magnetic field is determined by the ratio of the gyroradius to the typical probe
size(ap).
* Weak magnetic field : pi > pe > ap
Since the gyroradii of both electrons and ions are larger than the probe, the probe
sees them as if unmagnetized. So the previous unmagnetized probe theory should be
applied.
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. Intermediate magnetic field strength : pi > ap > pe
The ions are relatively unaffected by the magnetic field, so satisfy the same equa-
tion as before. Then the ion current is the same as the case that there is no magnetic
field.
As for the electrons, the electron-saturation current is decreased since the electron
flow is hindered. Evidently the ratio of electron-to-ion saturation currents is reduced.
If the probe potential is significantly negative, so that most electrons are reflected, then
the electron density will be governed by the Boltzmann relation(Eq. 1.4.1). Hence we
can get the same form of the electron current as the case of no magnetic field except
the reduction factor(R):
e enoovGApexp[O]R, (1.4.5)
where R is obtained by Bohm et al.29 based upon the assumption that the electron
motion is determined by only diffusion processes, which is given by
R = 4irCAe(1+ )(D±)l/2/A, < 1, (1.4.6)
where C is the electrostatic capacitance of the surface defined by the last mean free
path before the probe is hit, A is the electron mean free path parallel to the magnetic
field line, A is the probe area, and D 1 , D11 is cross-field and parallel diffusion coeffi-
cient, respectively. Since the electron current maintain its exponential dependence on
,., analysis of the current slope will provide T,. Therefore, the previous interpreta-
tion of the probe characteristic should provide accurate results in this case. Fig. 1.4.2
shows the effect of the magnetic field on the electron collection. For pe > ap, the ratio
of electron to ion saturation current is ~ V/m;/m(> 40), while for pe < ap, it reduces
abruptly, say ~ 10, depending on the intensity of the magnetic field.
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e Strong magnetic field : a. > p; > p,
Since ions are also restricted by the strong magnetic field, there is a considerable
modifications to the ion collection. For pi < ap the ion flows, in the absence of collisions,
are effectively one dimensional along the magnetic field. Since ions spiral around the
field line with a smaller radius than the probe and the probe collect the ions along the
field line, the probe sees the ions as moving one-dimensionally, sitting on the guiding
center, toward it. And for the very thin sheath, the motion of particles between the
probe surface and the sheath can be treated as one-dimensional. So if we take the
sheath(or collection) area as the projection area of the sheath along the field line, we
can have the same type of formula as for the no magnetic field case. Even though there
is a big difference in the sheath potential(o, =-0.85T/e) in comparison with the no
magnetic field case(O, = -0.5T,/e), the coefficient for the ion saturation current has
small difference,i.e., 0.49(B $ 0) vs 0.61(B = 0).
D) Presheath : Strongly Magnetized Plasma
Since the quasineutrality is valid outside the sheath, the following is obtained;
Zn; = I' , ' /2 =nepo](14.7)
eA, 
-2e4)
For a three- or two-dimensional case, since the sheath area A, is a function of position,
the solution for 4 gives a potential as a function of position. However, when it is a
one-dimensional case, A, is independent of position and Ii/A, is constant throughout
the quasineutral region. The solution of the equation is then 4 =constant. It is not
possible to have a smooth-varying solution which satisfies 4) = 0 at large distance from
the probe and 4 = --Te/2e at the sheath edge. So it does not seem to be possible
to have a one-dimensional collisionless (kinetic) theory. The only way to overcome
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this difficulty is that the quasineutral region expands until plasma source or collisional
terms become significant, then it is no longer a collisionless model in a strict sense.
Let's examine further the situation of disturbance in the strongly magnetized
plasma due to the probe. A strong anisotropy is introduced due to a strong mag-
netic field since ions move along the field line freely, while their cross-field motions
are restricted by gyromotion. As a result of this anisotropy, the quasineutral region
becomes highly elongated along the magnetic field, until the cross-field diffusion can
balance the parallel flow toward the probe. If we consider the probe surface to be
purely absorbing(sink), there is a density gradient, hence a potential gradient, along
the quasineutral region. Along this elongated quasineutral region, ions are accelerated
to the sheath. We call this long flux tube, extending in the direction of the magnetic
field, a 'presheath.' The characteristics of the perturbation due to the probe are illus-
trated in Fig.1.4.3. When negative potential is applied to the probe, ions are collecting
and most of them are what have diffused into the collection tube across the field in-
stead of entering from the end of the flux tube. If ions can easily arrive at the probe
without making a collision after entering the presheath, then one-dimensional collision-
less treatment of the collection can be used(Note: It is not a collisionless treatment
in a strict sense, because collisions are necessary to provide the ion source within the
presheath via diffusion and/or ionization). The mean free path along the field should
be longer than the presheath in this treatment. So we consider the presheath to be
one-dimensional by ignoring variation perpendicular to the field. The source of ions




Figure 1.4.1: Electric probe characteristics -- This shows how the probe
current varies with probe potential. Probe potential is given with respect to
plasma potential, which is not known initially with respect to the ground. Ion
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Figure 1.4.2: Effect of the magnetic field on the electron collection -
(A) p. > a, case; (B) p. < a, case. 1./i e J./J(A) >> J 8 /J,(B) is clearly











Figure 1.4.3: Sheath and presheath in a strong magnetic field - One







Recently it has become clear that the edge conditions axe of great importance
in influencing the characteristics of magnetically confined fusion research plasmas.
The generation of impurities from the interaction of plasma with material of edge
structure has been a vital issue for the achievement of clean and stable plasmas. 34 Also,
edge conditions can influence the central energy confinement directly, for example, in
determining the difference between L and H mode.3 5
One of the most important current applications is the diagnosis of scrape-off layer
plasmas which are flowing. Significant ion drift velocities can arise in the plasma edge
region of tokamaks and other magnetic confinement devices, for example because of
scrape-off flow toward a divertor plate or limiter surfaces. 36 Such plasma drifts may
play an important role in confinement related phenomena such as impurity transport,
fluctuation levels, etc., and in the theory of divertors and limiters in fusion plasmas.3 7
Many measurements have shown large asymmetries in the ion saturation current
drawn to probe faces parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field. 38 ,39 These appear
to be caused primarily by the presence of plasma flow along the field. When using
diagnostic edge probes, such flows introduce a complicating factor which must be
accounted for in probe data interpretation. More importantly, the asymmetry can




Another application to which this theory relates is the interaction of rapidly moving
bodies with plasmas. This is, of course, a longstanding problem. Planetary objects
in the interplanetary plasma fall into this generic class. More recently, increased
attention has focussed on man-made satellites, particularly in low earth to ionospheric
orbits. If the objects are large then magnetic field effects can be important and in
some cases the present theory could be directly applicable. But some of the general
features of our present approach are significant even for the situation in which the
magnetic field can be ignored. Thus our theory may be applicable in part to many
problems of the plasma 'wake., 40 - 42 The upstream 'ram' 4 3 tends to be less affected by
the self-consistent electric fields and hence is a less difficult problem, from the plasma
viewpoint.
1.6: Objective and Outline
A) Objective
It is one of the purposes of this thesis to analyze the probe operation in the
magnetized flowing plasma with finite ion temperature, by using a generalized one-
dimensional collisionless kinetic analysis but accounting correctly for the diffusive na-
ture of the ion source. In this way we obtain ion distribution information and pro-
vide an alternative formulation to compare with the fluid calculations. In addition to
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the cross-field transport source, we also analyze the effect of ionization source on the
presheath characteristics.
Another purpose of this thesis is to explore the physics of both the edge plasma
processes themselves and the measurement of the plasma by probes. After generating
a free presheath due to the perturbing object, the same theory is applied consistently
to the presheath of the perturbing object and to the presheath of the magnetized probe
used to diagnose the object's presheath. Thus at least the self-consistency of theory
and experiment can be explored.
B) Outline
This thesis is organized into six chapters including the present one, and seven
appendices. This work is largely divided into two parts : theory(Chaps. 2 and 3) and
experiment(Chaps. 4 and 5). Since we have developed a new theory and performed
an experiment to check the validity of it, we intentionally reserve the reviews on
the theories and experiments for the probe in the magnetized plasma. They will be
mentioned at the beginning of each part.
Chapter 2 develops a generalized kinetic theory for the probe in the strongly mag-
netized flowing plasma with finite temperature. We introduce a generalized ion source
which includes a cross-field transport term and an ionization term along the presheath.
The relationship between our kinetic model and the fluid models is discussed by tak-
ing moments of our kinetic equation. A numerical scheme is developed to solve the
Boltzmann-Poisson equations. Chapter 3 contains the results of the kinetic theory and
comparisons with other models. Without ionization, our collisionless kinetic results are
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compared with collisional fluid models with plasma drift, and also compared with col-
lisionless kinetic models without plasma drift over a certain range of ion temperature.
Extension to the transonic drift(C. ; ud < 3C.,) case is also made. The relationship
between the ratio of upstream to downstream ion current and plasma flow velocity is
extensively discussed in terms of viscosity, ion temperature, and ionization. Chapter
4 describes the experimental setup, diagnostics, and major parameters of the ion flow
measurement. Two types of Mach probe(magnetized and unmagnetized) have been
developed to measure the ion flow velocity and density along the presheath. Chapter
5 deals with the results and analyses of our experiment. The self-consistency of our
model is mentioned by applying it both to the perturbing object and probe. The effect
of the variation of the magnetic field on the presheath characteristic is described and
a new feature of diffusion process is mentioned. Effect of applied bias to the probing
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The theory of probe operation in magnetic fields is notoriously difficult. Bohm ob-
tained a criterion for stable sheath formation, assuming that ions are monoenergetic, 1
and inferred a weak dependence of ion current upon ion temperature for Ti < Te. 2
This analysis has become a standard part of Langmuir probe theory 3 However, his
accompanying analysis of particle collection took the processes to be diffusive in all
dimensions and hence excluded most situations of interest where collisions are unim-
portant for parallel flow. Sanmartin4 performed an asymptotic analysis of particle
collection by spherical probes in the magnetic field for Ti/T, ~ 1. He concentrated
on the electron collection and treated ion collection as unperturbed by the magnetic
field. Thus his theory, demonstrating the blurred knee in current-voltage character-
istic, is really only specifically relevant to cases where the ions are not strongly mag-
netized. Laframboise and Rubinstein 5 developed a theory of a cylindrical probe with
an arbitrary angle to the uniform magnetic field for a completely collisionless plasma
for arbitrary ion temperatures. The difficulty here is that cross-field effects in most
situations require some form of collisions for their proper modelling.
Our theory is addressed primarily to the case where the magnetic field is strong
enough that the ion gyroradius is substantially smaller than the probing object. In this
case ion collection across the field is diffusive even if the parallel flow is dominated by
inertial effects. 3 As a result, the quasi-neutral presheath region, where the acceleration
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of the ions occurs into the sheath, becomes highly elongated along the field, until the
cross-field diffusion is able to balance the parallel collection flow. Since the perpen-
dicular momentum is unimportant in this process, it appears attractive to attempt to
simplify the problem by treating the presheath as effectively one-dimensional. One
can then seek solutions satisfying Poisson's equation and the Boltzmann equation in
the parallel direction, treating the perpendicular diffusion equation as a source term
in the parallel equations.
Theoretical treatments of the one-dimensional plasma sheath have a long history.
Tonks and Langmuir 6 derived an integral equation for the potential variation in a col-
lisionless plasma with a Boltzmann distribution of electrons. Harrison and Thompson 7
found an analytic solution for the plasma region and demonstrated that the sheath
edge potential and current density are independent of the spatial variation of the source
term when ions are born with zero energy.
Emmert et al.8 extended their analysis to the case of finite ion temperature. They
chose an energy-dependent source distribution function which would give rise to a
Maxwellian ion distribution function if there were no electric field in the plasma. Bis-
sel and Johnson 9 have solved the same problem with a different ion source distribu-
tion, corresponding to ionization of a Maxwellian distribution of neutrals. These two
treatments give rise to noticeably different results, indicating the importance of the
assumed source distribution. Besides, neither treatment gives results for the important
situation of a plasma with parallel flow, where distributions with an appropriate flow
velocity should be used.
StangebylO has applied the kinetic calculation results of Emnert et al. directly
to the theory of magnetized probes by assuming that cross-field transport can be
modelled as a source in the one-dimensional parallel equations. He has also given 11
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a one-dimensional fluid calculation which proves to be analytically integrable even
with plasma flow incorporated in the source. In either case the ion source adopted
corresponds to 'birth' of ions within the collection region considering only the cross
field transport of ions 'into' the flux tube.
Recently Hutchinson12 has investigated a fluid approach that uses a more phys-
ically appropriate source, accounting not only for ions moving 'into' the collection
region, but also for ions moving 'out'. In the context of a one dimensional model this
implies a sink of ions characteristic of the inner presheath as well as a source of ions
characteristic of the external plasma. As Hutchinson shows, this modification corre-
sponds to adopting a realistic value of ion viscosity rather than making it effectively
zero, as Stangeby's approach does. In a further study,13 Hutchinson has explored
the effects of adopting different values of the viscosity and shown that the results of
Stangeby are in reality a singular case, not relevant to any finite viscosity. In ad-
dition, this latter work includes a two-dimensional calculation which shows excellent
agreement with the one-dimensional approximation.
These latest fluid analyses offer a substantially more accurate and reliable basis for
understanding the interaction of probes with flowing magnetized plasmas. However
they cover only the subsonic regime and approximate the ion energy equation in a way
that is rigorously accurate only if the ions are isothermal, which they usually are not.
In addition, they naturally provide no information on the ion distribution function or
related important quantities such as heat flux within the presheath.
It is the purpose of this and subsequent chapter to analyze the above fluid problem
by using a kinetic analysis, and to augment the previous kinetic approaches with
drifting ions. We take the 'transport' ions, which not only diffuse 'into' the flux
tube but also diffuse 'out of' it, as a source. We will compare the results with other
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kinetic results for zero drift velocity with different ion temperatures, and with fluid
calculations for subsonic ion drift flows (ion drift < C,) with different ion temperatures.
We will extend our calculation to transonic regime(C, < ion drift <~ 3C,) for a typical




The one-dimensional governing equation of ions in the presheath(including sheath)
can be described by the Boltzmann equation, which is given by
8 8 8
(-+v.-+az-)f(zvZt)=Cf+Sf, (2.2.1)
where f(z, v,, t) is the ion distribution function, t is time , z is position along the
magnetic field, v, is parallel velocity of ions, az is the acceleration of ions governed by
the Lorentz force, Cf represents the Coulomb collision operator, and Sf is the volume
source of ions.
Assuming that it is steady state( =0), and that we can neglect the Coulomb
collisions(Cf =0), the Boltzmann equation can be written as
(V - )f(z,'v ) = Sf, (2.2.2)5z m dz &,
where Sf will be taken as the ion source due to cross-field transport and ionization.
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The energy equation is
2mvz + qq(z) = E, (2.2.3)
where m, vZ, q7 0, E are ion mass, parallel velocity to B-field (hereafter we omit the
subscript z), charge, electrostatic potential, and total energy, respectively.
Electrons are assumed to be isothermal, described by the Boltzmann relation:
n,(z) = noee4 (z)/T-, (2.2.4)
where na., Te are electron density and temperature outside the presheath, respectively.
The electron and ion densities are governed by Poisson's equation, i.e.,
d24
dz 2 - -47r[q f(zv )dv - ene(z)]. (2.2.5)
The expected variation in the plasma potential, (,O(z)), and corresponding orbit is
shown in Fig. 2.2.1.
B) Source
The source term is composed of cross-field transport(St) and ionization(S4).
The cross-field transport is considered to be governed by a frequency W(z, v)
which gives the rate at which particles are exchanged between the presheath and the
outer plasma(see Fig. 2.2.2 and Appendix A), so the source due to vertical transport
becomes
St = W(z,v)[a{fO(v) - f(z, v)} + (1 - a)(1 - f ))f 0o], (2.2.6)noo
where a is the equivalent ratio of viscosity to diffusivity, which will be explained in
the following section and Appendix B.
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The idea here is that there is a certain amount of particle exchange in position-
velocity space, represented by the first term, plus a certain amount of particle inflow,
represented by the second term. The first term of particle exchange indicates the ions
entering the flux tube from outside, the second one is a new term and it represents
the ions coming out of the flux tube. The inflow is presumably driven by the density
difference between inside and outside of the collection tube, and is therefore taken to
be proportional to the density difference. The distribution of the inflowing particles is
that of the external plasma. Obviously, a =0 corresponds to pure inflow (no viscosity)
and a = 1 to pure exchange. The rate of particle and momentum exchange between
outside and inside of the flux tube is taken to be equal, representing random migration
of ions in either direction. The rate is related via
W(z, v) ~D(z, -v, (2.2.7)
a2
to D 1 , the anomalous cross-field diffusion coefficient, and to a, the characteristic size
of the probing object(see Appendix A).
The ionization term can be taken as
S;(z, v) =< av >ion ne(z)fn(z, v), (2.2.8)
where < av >;,, is ionization rate, n. is electron density, and fn is the distribution of
neutral particles. Assuming fn to be Maxwellian with neutral temperature equal to
ion temperature outside the presheath, if ne(z) < av >;,ooc IvI, we recover the same
source term as Emmert et al.,8 and if < ov >ion=constant, we can recover that of
Bissel and Johnson.9
Then the total source term becomes
Sf = atSt + aiSi, (2.2.9)













Figure 2.2.1: Particle orbits and plasma potential variation- v., Vb move














Figure 2.2.2: Ion flux tube-Ions are exchanged between 'inside' and 'outside'
of the ion flux tube with rate W.
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2.3: Reduction to Fluid equations
From the kinetic equation(Eq. 2.2.2 with Eq. 2.2.6), it is not clear how a can
be the equivalent ratio of viscosity to diffusivity, since viscosity comes from the two-
(or three-)dimensional fluid equations. There is a way to prove that a is equivalent
to the viscosity contribution. First take the moments of the one-dimensional kinetic
equation. Then show that we can recover the one-dimensional fluid equations which are
approximations of the two-dimensional fluid equations with the viscosity contribution.
The following with Appendix B is a proof that a is the equivalent ratio of viscosity to
diffusivity.
Consider the Boltzmann equation(Eq. 2.2.2) with the cross-field transport source
term only(Eq. 2.2.6). Then after some arrangement, we obtain the following equation:
8 q d4 0 n__zq- --- - )f(z, )=W(z,v)[{1-(1 -a)(1- )}foo(v)-af(z,v)I. (2.3.1)0z m d vz no
After assuming that the cross-field frequency W(z, v) is only a function of position
and electrons are governed by the Boltzmann relation, if we take moments(1, v, and
v2 /2) of this equation, we obtain the following:
d
W[niV] = W(z)[no, - ni(z)J, (2.3.2)
dV dZT 6 T
niV- + - (---- + -- )nj] = W(z)(Voo - V){noo - (1 - a)nj]), (2.3.3)dz dz m m
d V 2  3T- H dn2  ni [nooT- no V 2
-- [niV(-- + ) + ZVT-- W(z)[ck+ (1--- [ **+ *2 2m M dz noo 2m
niV 2 n2Ti




ni(z) J f(z, v)d,
V(z) J- vf(z,v)d,
ni
Ti(z) ± J m(v - V) 2 dV,
ni
H(z) J m(v -V)3d






after neglecting the parallel heat flux(H), we get the following:
dn dM
MT+ n d- - A(n), (2.3.5)
dn dM dT(1 + T)- + nMM- + n-- = B(n, M), (2.3.6)
dn 2 dM 3 dT
Md + nM2 + nM = C(n, M, T), (2.3.7)
where
A(n) 1-n,
B(n, M) = (Mo - M)[1 - (1 - c)n],
C(n,M,T) [a + (1- a)n](- To0 + -M )-( nM2+ nT)-(1-n)( M2+ T),2 22 22 2
with
VS a (t )o2
These equations can be expressed in a matrix form;
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In order to have the non-trivial solutions of n, M, and T, the determinant of R
should not be zero, 14 i.e.,
D(R) =2M(M2 _ 3T - 1) =A 0. (2.3.9)
The above fluid equations break down(i.e., become singular) at the point where
D(R) = 0 (2.3.10)
is satisfied, i.e.,
which is equivalent to
M2 = 1+ 3T.,
ZTe + 3T;,
V,2 =
This is the Bohm criterion for the warm ion plasma. We can replace V, with the ion
acoustic velocity C, and Ti with sheath ion temperature Ti,. This indicates that the
specific heat ratio of ion(y;) becomes 3 for the one-dimensional case.
Here it might be quite interesting to compare this with the results of Laux et al. 15




equations, however they chose the energy equation from the three dimensional fluid
equation. Hence the heat specific ratio was 5/3 in their case, while it was 3 in our
case. The difference from ours in the energy equation is that they have 2.5nM-4 -T
instead of 1.5nMdT at the left-hand side and 1.5(T - nT) instead of 0.5(T - nT)
at the right-hand side. This will cause some difference in ion temperature variations,
hence in ion temperatures at the sheath.
If we assume that T is constant, we don't need the energy equation. For an
arbitrary a without energy equation, we recover Hutchinson's case, which introduces
the viscosity variations for the one-dimensional continuity and momentum equations.
The reduction to one-dimensional fluid equations from the three-dimensional fluid
equations will be given at the Appendix B.
2.4: Non- Dimensionalization
If we assume that W(z, v) is independent of v, the equations can be nondimension-
alized by using the following transformations. We define a type of ion acoustic speed,
ignoring the ion pressure, by
V ZT (2.4.1)
where Z = q/e, and then define a characteristic length as
L11- a '.(2.4.2)
W(z)
This is the characteristic length of the presheath, and in general it varies with parallel
position if W does. Then the nondimensional forms of the parameters are
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g(x, u) a ff(z, v)
noo
where AD is the Debye length and x is nondimensional distance which is defined at
the previous section. In terms of these parameters, the orbit and Poisson equations
for both cases become
= -- (2.4.4)
2
2(x) = Z g(x,u)du - e-7'). (2.4.5)
The kinetic equation is given by
8 dv7 O(U + )g(x,u) = ot[a{go,(u) - g(x, u)} + (1 - a)(1 - n)g00 ]
+ 0jY(X, u)gn. (2.4.6)
If the external ion distribution is Maxwellian with temperature T, shifted by a
velocity Vd, then it is given by
goo(u) = 2irT exp[-ZT(u - u)2/2Too], (2.4.7)
and the distribution of the neutrals is assumed to be Maxwellian with temperature Tn
as
gn() ZT e
g~U) - ex[ZeU 2 /2Tn]. (2.4.8)
n7T
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The boundary conditions on the distribution function are
Xx = O,u > 0) = 0, Xx = oo,u) = goo(U), (2.4.9)
which implies that the probe has a perfectly absorbing surface and the ion distribu-
tion has a Maxwellian form outside the presheath. The boundary conditions on the
potential are
7(x = 0) =qW, 70 = o) = 0. (2.4.10)
The operator of Eq.(2.4.6) can be written as
a d7 9 d77 0aa d dtl idllD
'5x+ dx &u ~+ ]dx du&1 +u dx Du'
where D/Du is the convective derivative along the orbit of constant total ion energy.
The kinetic equation is then:
Dg 1
Du = ([c{goo(u) - g(x, u)} + (1 - a)(1 - nf)goo]
+ jyG(X, u)gn(u)). (2.4.11)
Since the ratio(A) of the Debye length to ion collection length is typically <<1, very
fine resolution is needed near the sheath region. To provide this without increasing the
number of mesh points excessively, we choose a non-uniform mesh along the x-direction
like that of Emmert et al.8 Putting
= s6 (6> 1).
Then Eqs.(2.4.5) and (2.4.6) become
Dg &g8-1
D = d / d -( a t~ c ef y ( u ) - g ( s , u ) } + ( 1 - a ) ( 1 - n ) g , ]
+ a-Y(s, u)gn(u)). (2.4.12)
A)2[1 d2 7 - 1 d7
(6)z 8-2 ds2 -,2 7-1 ds] = p(s), (2.4.13)
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where
p(s) = Z g(s,u)du - e-7().
For extremely small A, Eq.(2.4.5) is best written as
y(x) = -ln(Z g(x,u)du-- A2 ]. (2.4.14)
By taking the moments of the ion distribution we can get the ion density, fluid
velocity, current, temperature, and power flux as
n(x)= g(x, u)du,
J(X) = Z ug(Xu)du,
V(x) =J(x)/Zn(x),
T(x) = 1 [u - V(X)] 2g(x, u)du,
n(x)
P(X) = [ I u2ug(x, u)du,
These are, of course, in normalized nondimensional form.
2.5: Numerical Analysis
To solve the above equations, we guess a potential variation(m) initially.
Along each energy orbit(ej), velocity sets are obtained as
Uid = 2(e1 + 7i), (2.5.1)
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where i is the position index(1<i<Np) and j is the orbit(energy) index(1< j Ne)(see
Fig. 2.5.1). We obtain the ion distribution function along the orbits by solving the
kinetic equation with a semi-implicit method, i.e.,






hij = ui+1, 
- ui,j
and k is a mixing parameter(if it is equal to 1, 0.5, and 0, it is implicit, semi-implicit,
and explicit, respectively). The boundary conditions are
91,j = 0, 9Npj = gooi,j-
Since the ion distributions are obtained along the orbit(not at fixed position), it
is necessary to rearrange the velocity- and ion distribution-sets in order to get the ion
density at each position. For example, along the orbit k, 2nk ion distribution/velocity
pairs(ui,2 ,gi,k) are obtained. A pair of them, (1, k)(positive velocity) and (2nk - 1 +








Then the velocity/distribution set at a certain position, say 1, is obtained for both
negative and positive velocity. These processes are shown in Fig. 2.5.2. We obtain the
ion density by integrating the ion distribution over velocity space after rearranging it
at each position.
Since the Poisson equation(Eq. 2.4.13) -is an elliptic equation, we are able to
solve it by the successive over-relaxation method 16 for non-uniform mesh along the
x-direction(or for uniform mesh in a). The final form for the potential is
i? = (yi - wjAig7_+1)1) (2.5.3)
where
y;= (1 - wi)B~nf - wiCV~ij + Wip;, 2 < i < Np - 2,
yNp-1 = (1 WNp-1)BNp-j17NP-1 + WNp-1PNp-1,
B1 = 2( '
and
A; = C; = -- Bi[1+ (6 - 1)siAs/2].2
Here p; is charge density at position i, wi is the generalized relaxation parameter,
As = L/Np,
L is the total length of the flux tube, and p is an iteration index.
For the quasineutral case(A = 0), Eq.(2.4.13) can be used to obtain the potential
"directly" as
711+1 = -ZIln[ni(77)I. (2.5.4)
The direct iteration schemes defined by Eq.(2.5.4) and its generalizations are usually
unstable. 17 Instead, a "relaxation" scheme of the type
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7f'+ = or + wln(ne/ni), (2.5.5)
where w is a relaxation parameter(O < w < 1), has been used.
The boundary conditions for potential are given by
771 = 7w 7Np = 0-
We obtain self-consistent solutions for the potential and the ion distribution func-
tion by iterating the above procedures until they reach the convergence criterion such
as
max 1 77f+' _ 77 <C
where e is a very small positive number.
After getting the self-consistent ion distribution and potential variation, the mo-
ments of ion distribution(density, flux, fluid velocity, temperature, and power flux) are
obtained by Simpson's rule integration of the ion distribution over the non-uniform
velocity space.
Because of the shape of the orbits and the fixed position grid, the velocity spacing
between adjacent points on an orbit is large near u = 0. In order to minimize the
numerical error which otherwise arises in the orbit integration, we introduce an addi-
tional point on the orbit at u = 0. The value of the potential there is appropriately
interpolated between the adjacent points on the position mesh. This greatly improves














Figure 2.5.1: Indexing position and velocity set along the orbit- Along
orbit j, position is indexed as i for positive velocity until it returns around sero
velocity(for negative energy 1 5 i < Np,and for positive energy 1 < i < Np). The
velocity-set has symmetry, but ion distribution-set does not. orbits start at probe
surface(i = 1) with boundary condition gi, = O(absorbing surface) for positive
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: ne-ic -+<-2ic- -)K-- ne-ic
2ne
Figure 2.5.2: Rearrangement of velocity- and ion distribution-set- 2nk
is the total number of velocity- and ion distribution-set at energy orbit j = k, and
2kc(= 2Ne - 2ic) is the total number of those at position i = 1. solid large triangles
indicate zeros of velocity and distribution. There is 1 - to - 1 correspondence
between velocity and distribution.
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Results. I : Theory
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3
3.1: Transport : Strong Viscosity
For the following results we use transport source only, at = 1.0 and 0i = 0, with
strong viscosity, a = 1.0 : v = nimiDij, singly charged ions, Z = 1, non-uniformity of
distance, 6 = 2.5, convergence criterion e ~ 10-4, position mesh Np = 51 and energy
mesh N, = 100. The negative sign in ion fluid velocity, current, and power flux denotes
motion toward the probe surface.
A) Drift-Free Plasma Results
We give first some results when there is no ion drift(Ud = 0) for a case with
Ti, = T,. In Fig. 3.1.1 are shown the variation versus nondimensional distance of the
potential, ion density, ion temperature, fluid velocity, power flux, and ion current. Fig.
3.1.2 shows the ion distribution functions at different potentials and hence positions.
These results are essentially the direct analog of those of Emmert et al. 1 and Bissel
and Johnson. 2 Because of our different treatment, however, we find that the potential
perturbation is noticeably larger in our case and consequently the density falls off
toward the probe more rapidly. These differences are a consequence of the fact that
our inclusion of exchange of particles out of the collection flux tube constitutes a loss
of momentum. In order to accelerate the ions to enter the sheath at the sound speed
then requires a greater potential drop than if the momentum loss is ignored.
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In Fig. 3.1.3 we show the variation of the results with different values of the ratio of
Debye length to collection length (A). These show, as expected, that cases with small
A, e.g. 0.001, are indistinguishable from the quasineutral case, except actually within
the sheath. This agreement is a useful verification of the two different Poisson solver
schemes used. The distribution functions shown here are those at the sheath edge.
For the plasma-sheath equations(A > 0), the sheath-edge is defined as the position
where the ion fluid velocity(v(x)) is the same as the ion acoustic velocity(C,) toward
the probe surface, which is defined by
C, = v/(Te + Ti)/mi, (3.1.1)
where T, is the ion temperature at the point where v(x) = V,(= Te/mi). For the
quasineutral case(A = 0) the sheath-edge is at the mesh-point adjacent to the boundary.
In our results hereafter we use either A = 0.001 or the quasineutral forms. These give
essentially identical results that are independent of the value assumed for the wall
potential, provided the wall is more negative than the sheath-edge potential (7, > 7,).
B) Drift Velocity Effects-Variation along the flux tube
We now give a series of results for Ti = Te with different drift velocities of the
external plasma. In Fig. 3.1.4 are shown the ion distributions at various points along
the collection flux tube for four different drift velocities, ud = -0.5,0.5,1.4,2.0. We
also give the potential variations(Fig. 3.1.5), ion currents(Fig. 3.1.6), ion temperatures
along the presheath(Fig. 3.1.7), power flux, and fluid velocity(Fig. 3.1.8) for subsonic
and transonic ion drift velocities, (-1.4 < u< 5 2.5). For cases with ions drifting
toward the probe(ui < 0), the length of the collection region decreases. Parameters
other than temperature vary smoothly even with transonic drift.
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When ud < 0, the temperature variation along the flux tube is monotonically
increasing. However with strong drift away from the probe, it is mostly decreas-
ing. Intermediate cases have some oscillations(e.g., ud = 0.5 in Fig. 3.1.7) along
the flux tube. This kind of variation is common to both plasma-sheath(A > 0) and
plasma equation(A = 0) treatments, and with different ion temperatures outside the
presheath(T, = 0.2,1, 2T). These oscillations are of uncertain physical significance
and may in part arise from the discreteness of our distribution function representation.
Referring to Fig. 3.1.4, one can see that there is a balance between the acceleration
due to the electric field, which draws the ions to the probe, and the influx of ions
with the external velocity distribution. If the external flow is towards the probe, the
distribution tends to narrow. If it is away from the probe, so that the external and
internal flow velocities are opposite, the distribution tends to get wider. This change
of the ion distribution along the flux tube with different ion drift velocities is what the
ion temperature variation along the flux tube is showing(Fig. 3.1.7).
Fluid treatments generally show singularities, which are interpreted as indicative
of shock formation, when the drift velocity exceeds the sound speed. In Figs. 3.1.5-
3.1.8 however, there is no evidence of a shock for the transonic case and this remains
true, as further code runs have shown, even up to ud =5. Substitution of our solutions
indicates that the theoretical necessary conditions for rarefaction shock 3- 5 are not
satisfied. Thus the absence of shocks seems to be consistent, although we know of no a
priori argument why there should be none. It seems likely that it is due to a broadening
of the velocity distribution function, a sort of relaxation in the velocity space, inherent
in a proper kinetic treatment, which is absent from the fluid models, that prevents
shock formation. If so, then results for transonic and supersonic velocities require a
kinetic treatment such as ours. However, since our treatment is one-dimensional, we
may need two-dimensional treatment for the detailed explanation.
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C) Drift Velocity Effects-Sheath Parameters
For the purposes of interpreting the interaction of the plasma with material objects
it is the values of the parameters at the wall (material surface) that matter most.
However some of these values are dependent on the wall potential so it is difficult
to give compact general results for the wall value. Adopting a wall potential that
gives zero total electric current (the floating potential) is a special value that is often
adopted but by no means generally appropriate. Our approach is to take advantage
of the fact that for A << 1 the sources within the sheath are negligible. Therefore the
values of the ion parameters at the wall are related to those at the sheath edge via
a trivial transformation: an energy and flux conserving fall through a potential drop
equal to the difference between wall and sheath potential. This means, of course, that
the wall ion flux is the same as the flux at the sheath edge. Other parameters for. any
wall potential (more negative than the sheath potential) can be calculated from the
sheath values that we give.
Fig. 3.1.9 shows ion distributions at sheath for Ti,, = T with different drift
velocities. The similarities in shape for the different drift velocities are an indication
of the fact that the ions tend to flow into the sheath at the sound speed, regardless of
external flow. The different total heights show the density reduction when the external
drift is away from the probe.
In Fig. 3.1 10 we show the ion current flowing into the sheath as a function of
external drift velocity, for three values of ion temperature. The dependence on T is
noticeable but not large.
The diagnosis of plasma flow via 'Mach' probes6 requires interpretation of the ratio
of the ion collection currents to the upstream and downstream faces of the probe.
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Therefore in Fig. 3.1.11 we give this ratio; it increases as lud and Ti, get larger. The
values obtained follow curves which are remarkably straight on the log/linear plot of
Fig. 3.1.11. Thus the ratio can be expressed as
R = " = eKu, (3.1.2)
Jdown
where K is 1.98, 1.66, 1.34 for Tio = 0.2, 1.0, 2.OTe, respectively. For ion drift beyond
the range of Fig. 3.1.11, up to 5, the ratio values were found to rise slightly above
the straight-line fits. The underlining reasons why we choose an exponential form
for the current density ratio are the following: The current density ratio has been
expressed as an exponential form empirically for the DITE tokamak experiment6 and
for the Explorer magnetospheric satellite experiment 7 . This form can also be deduced
approximately from some theories 8 - 10 (see Appendix D). Physically this exponential
form is related to the rate at which the ions are filling in the downstream side(wake),
and it depends upon the ion drift velocity(ud). For example, if there is no drift,
Ju, = Jadmm, so R = 1; if the drift velocity is so large that there is no ions collected
in the wake(Jd, = 0), then R = oo.
Fig. 3.1.12 gives the other parameters of interest at the sheath edge. The sheath
potential is important in defining the sheath potential drop for given wall potential
(relative to the plasma). At zero drift velocity, it proves to be only weakly dependent on
the external ion temperature, with a value quite close to the Harrison and ThompsonII
value, 0.854. For subsonic ion drift flows(ludi < 1), the ion temperature at the sheath
has smaller values than outside the presheath. This is an interesting result because
most previous fluid treatments assume that there is no temperature gradient along
the presheath. Our results show that this is a bad approximation. The temperature
appears to satisfy approximately an adiabatic law: pn-=constant, with ;yj = 2 to
2.5. The sheath temperatures due to drift is a little bit lower than Laux et al 12 This
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increased cooling of ions may be due to fact that our model allows only one degree of
ion freedom(i.e., ratio of specific heat of ions -y= 3; 2 to 2.5 is observed) to participate
in energy equation, while their model involves three degrees of ion freedom(yi = 5/3).
For transonic ion drift away from the probe, the sheath ion temperature increases
again, as we have previously discussed. This effect for large drift is stronger when
T. is small. When the ion temperature outside the flux tube is 0.2T,, the sheath
temperature is larger than that of 1.OTe and 2.OTe for the largest drift velocities.
As an example of a transonic flow case, the variation with position along the flux
tube of potential, density, temperature, fluid velocity, power flux, and current are given
in Fig. 3.1 13 for T.=0.2, 1.0, 2.0T, with ud = 2.5.
Fig. 3.1.14 shows an expansion of the temperature variations near the sheath and
their corresponding ion distributions. For low ion temperature and large ion drift (e.g.,
Ti = 0.2Te and ud = 2.5), there appears a double-humped ion distribution near the
sheath. This is due to the fact that some particles are collected to the probe, and most
of others are moving away from it. Clearly the significance of attaching a temperature
to such pathological distributions is doubtful.
D) Comparison of Sheath Currents with Other Treatments
Fig. 3.1.15 shows a comparison of the results of different kinetic analyses.1,2,11,13
Since ours are really the first results to include ion drift we show only results for zero
ion drift. With the exception of Bohm's finite ion energy calculation, which is for a
spherical probe, the models are one-dimensional plane geometry cases. As anticipated,
our model gives somewhat lower currents than the other models, because we have
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included the ion momentum loss due to particle exchange. (Note: In the original
papers of Emmert et al., and Bissel and Johnson, the current was normalized by
n00 f2Tj0/7rmj and nfl, (Tij + Te)/mi, respectively. In their normalization their
results show a decrease of current with T.. However, the currents are increasing with
T o when they are normalized by our definition of ion sound speed (V = VTe/mi)).
In Fig. 3.1.16 we compare the sheath currents calculated here with those of fluid
models,9 ,14 which give results with finite ion drift. The fluid results are expressed in
units normalized by the 'ion acoustic velocity'. This is not the same as our parameter
V., which includes only Te not Ti (see Eq. 2.4.1). Thus there is a degree of ambiguity
in the comparison, since the effective acoustic velocity in the fluid treatments is1 5
CV. IZTe + -YiT;Vm
and it is not obvious what to take for either -/ or T. For the purposes of Figs. 3.1.16
and 3.1.17 we show our kinetic results when Ti = Te and scale the fluid results by
taking C, = -/2V,. This means that the fluid results, which are limited to lvi < C.,
range over - V2 <ud < /. One can think of this assumption as being that -y= 1 and
the relevant ion temperature is the external value. However, the physics is probably
much closer to the case of -; of order 2 to 2.5 and the effective ion temperature being
0.4 to 0.5 times T
On this basis, our results agree well with those from the fluid calculation of
Hutchinson 14 (and disagree with those of Stangeby9). This is perhaps not surpris-
ing since Hutchinson's assumptions are essentially the fluid equivalents of the present
kinetic model. The kinetic calculation gives slightly larger current, although not very
significantly, in view of the uncertainties in the comparison. The present results extend
to the supersonic case, while the fluid treatments do not.
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In Fig. 3.1.17 we compare the ratio of upstream/downstream ion sheath cur-
rent versus flow velocity with several other theories. We include the fluid theories
of Hutchinson and of Stangeby and also the naive particle model of Harbour and
Proudfoot 16 (essentially equivalent to that of Mott-Smith and Langmuir,8 which takes
the ion distributions at the probe to be drifted Maxwellians and ignores the presheath
field effects). Also shown is the ad hoc empirical model of Proudfoot et al.,6 which in
our present normalization is R = exp(1.2ud). The ion temperature is taken equal to
the electron temperature.
All these results give remarkably straight lines on a log-linear plot, as Fig. 3.1.17
shows. They may therefore be summarized in the form of a single slope K, in R =
exp(Kud), as: Mott-Smith and Langmuir a 2.7, Proudfoot et al ; 1.2, Stangeby
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Figure 3.1.1: Overaill ion parameters- (a) Potential variation; (b) ion den-
sity; (c) temperature; (d) fluid velocity; (e) power flux; (f) current along the flux





















Figure 3.1.2: Ion distribution functions- Ion distribution functions at dif-
ferent potentials, - =3(1),1.45,.87,.57,0(5) for A = .001, uj = 0, T". = T., 17U, = 3.






















Figure 3.1.3: Debye length effect- (a)Potential variations, (b)sheath ion
distributions, (c)power fluxes, (d)currents with different X(= .1(1), .01(2), .001(3),
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Figure 3.1.4: Ion distribution functions- Ion distribution functions for
different ion drift velocities ud=(a)-O.5, (b)0.5, (c)1.4, (d)2.0 when A = .001,
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Figure 3.1.5: Potential variations- Potential variations with diflerent drift
velocity, uj=-1.4, -0.9, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.9, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.5, for A = 0, Tim = T",
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Figure 3.1.6: Ion current variations- Ion current variations with different
drift velocity, uj=-1.4, -0.9, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.9, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2, 2.5, for A = 0,
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Figure 3.1.7: Ion temperature- Ion temperature with different drift velocity,















Figure 3.1.8: Other variations- (&)Power flux and (b) fluid velocity variation
with different drift velocity ud=-1.4(l), -0.9, -0.5, 0.0, 0.5, 0.9, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2,










Figure 3.1.9: Ion distributions at sheath- Ion distributions at sheath with
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Figure 3.1.10: Sheath current- Sheath current for -1.4 < uj <2.5, A = 0,









Figure 3.1.11: Ratio of upstream to downstream current- Ratio of up-
stream to downstream current into the sheath, for -1.4 < ud - 2.5, A = 0,
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Figure 3.1.12: Other sheath parameters- Sheath (a) potential, (b) tem-
perature, (c) power flux and (d) density, for -1.4 < ud < 2.5, A = 0, Ti, =
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Figure 3.1.13: Transonic flow case- (a)Potential, (b)density, (c)temperature,
(d)velocity, (e)power flux and (f)current as a function of position for ud = 2.5,





























Figure 3.1.14: Transonic flow case : Temrperature variation- Temper-
ature variation:(a) and corresponding ion distributions:(b)-(d), near sheath for
u = 2.5, A = 0, ,, =5, and three external temperatures T;. = 0.2(b), 1(d), 2T. (c).
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Figure 3.1.15: Sheath current variations with zero drift- Sheath cur-
rent variations with zero drift(ud = 0) for 0 < Ti,:/T. < 3 from various theo-


















Figure 3.1.16: Sheath current variations with drift- Sheath current vari-
ations with drift(-1.4 < ud !5 2.5), for Ti,, = T.. 1:present results, 2:fluid model











Figure 3.1.17: Comparison of the up/downstream current ratio- Com-
parison of the up/downstream ratio of sheath currents from various models, for




A) Transport : Weak Viscosity
We have following results by only varying the equivalent viscosity ratio(a) with
a; = 1.0 and ai = 0.0.
Fig. 3.2.1 shows the ion distribution functions along the presheath for different
drift velocities(-1.3 ud 5 1.3) with a = 0.5 and Tio = Te. Fig. 3.2.2 deals with the
potential variations along the presheath for different drift velocities(-1.3 <_ u: 5 1.3)
with a = 0.5 and T, = T,. These show the similar trend with the case of a = 1.0
(strong viscosity : Fig. 3.1.4 and 3.1.5).
Fig. 3.2.3 shows the ion distribution functions along the presheath for different
equivalent viscosity contributions(a = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0) with ud = 0 and T;,. = T,.
As the effect of viscosity becomes stronger, ion distributions near the probe surface
get broader, and sheath densities(potentials) become smaller(larger). If we compare
our source term with Fokker-Planck collision term, the contribution of the equivalent
viscosity ratio seems to make the diffusion term larger. In other words, the increase
of the equivalent viscosity ratio seems to make the ion distributions more diffusive in
the velocity space near the probe. Fig. 3.2.4 deals with the potential variations along
the presheath for different viscosity contributions(a = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0) with ud = 0 and
T. = T. With the magnitude of the viscosity, the ion flux tube tends to decrease.
Figs. 3.2.5. and 3.2.6 show the sheath current densities and the current density
ratios with different viscosity and drift velocity, respectively. They are compared with
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results of the fluid models. 9 ,10 Results from the fluid models seem to determine the
boundaries of those from our kinetic model.
Fig. 3.2.7 shows the variation of K in R = exp(Kud) in terms of the equivalent
viscosity ratio and the ion temperature. K increases with equivalent viscosity, but
decreases with ion temperature.
B) Ionization
For at = 0 and a; # 0, only ionization is introduced as source along the presheath.
If we assume -yi,j = u;,j with oi = 0.4, we approximately recover the Emmert's
case.1 The choice of Oi is related to the normalization factor, i.e., the source strength
or the ion collection length. Fig. 3.2.8 shows the ion distribution functions along the
presheath from our calculation and Emmert's. Here we follow the definitions of the
Emmert's case. We recover a Maxwellian distribution far from the probe. A little
difference comes from the fact that our model is for free presheath, while Emmert's
case is for the bounded presheath.
And if we choose -i, = ni with ai = 0.1, the Bissel's case2 is approximately re-
covered. Fig. 3.2.9 shows the ion distribution functions from ours and Bissel's. As
Scheuer 17 mentioned, they does not recover a Maxwellian far from the probe. A dif-
ference is due to the different boundary conditions, i.e., Bissel's case has a symmetric
boundary condition far from the probe, while we impose the Maxwellian to the par-
ticles which move toward the probe along the energy orbits. This is why we have a
Maxwellian shape in the positive velocity side.
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Table 3.2.1 shows the comparison of sheath values from our model for the Bissel's
and Emmert's cases.
Table 3.2.1 Sheath Parameters
Parameters Emmert et al.'s 3issel and Johnson's
Potential(i7,) 0.48(0.41) 0.66(0.65)
Ion Temperature(T.) 0.25(0.25) 0.26(0.14)
Velocity(V,) 1.41(1.35) 1.31(1.27)
Density(n,) 0.62(0.66) 0.52(0.52)
Current Density(J.) 0.87(0.89) 0.68(0.66)
Power Flux Density(P.) 1.22(1.19) 0.86(0.67)
* values in parentheses are from original papers:Refs(1,2)
Since ions are born within the presheath due to electron-neutral collisions, with
velocity given by the local ion temperature, there is no way where the ion drift velocity
outside the presheath can be introduced.
The ion distributions(hence their moments) along the presheath are affected more
strongly by the source shapes than the characteristics of the presheath(e.g., collisional
or collisionless). The overall variations of the source along the presheath will be men-
tioned at the end of this section.
C) Transport and Ionization
For transport source we choose a = 1.0(strong viscosity), and for ionization term
we choose Bissel and Johnson's model since it is considered as more physical for the
ionization source, although it produces a less physical ion distribution at the end of
the ion flux tube. Combination of transport with Bissel and Johnson's model does not
produce a Maxwellian at the end of the ion flux tube, while introduction of a modified
Bissel type does. We introduce a source intensity profile as a monotonic function of
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position instead of choosing it as constant along the presheath as Bissel and Johnson
chose:
7ij = hini, (3.2.1)
where the source intensity profile is given by
e-Xj - e-01Nh- e-XN
We set
aj + Ci = 1, (3.2.2)
for the combination of transport and ionization.
Fig. 3.2.10 shows the variations of sheath current for oi = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5(i.e.
at = 0.9,0.7, and 0.5). Fig. 3.2.11 shows the relation of current density ratio with the
drift velocity. K in R = exp[Ku ] is given by 1.07, 1.35, and 1.56 for ai = 0.5, 0.3, and
0.1, respectively. The overall trends is the same as the strong viscosity case, but the
slope of the ratio(K) decreases with ionization. So higher drift velocity is expected
for the same current ratio measurement if we choose a model to which ionization is
added(or less viscous).
Fig. 3.2.12 shows the variations of the source along the presheath for the different
kinetic models. The sink of the source distribution in our model is due to particle
exchange between the inside and outside of the flux tube. A Maxwellian source dis-
tribution does not produce a Maxwellian ion distribution far from the probe in the
one-dimensional model, even though a Maxwellian source distribution seems to be
more physical as an ionization term. This may be due to the reduction of the two-
(or three-) dimensional problem into the one-dimensional, since there is always radial
transport for a planar probe with finite size. The shape of the source seems to affect
the ion distributions more strongly than the characteristics of the presheath. This
shows the some hint of choosing the type of the source in order to obtain reasonable
solutions.
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Figure 3.2.1: Ion distribution functions : Drift effect- Ion distribution
functions for different drift velocities [(a) uj = -1.3; (b) ud = -0.5; (c) ud = 0.5;
(d) ud = 1.3] along the presheath[q = i,,(1); 1, (2); 0.5q,(3); 0.21,(4); 0.0(5)] with
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Figure 3.2.2: Potential variations along the presheath-- Potential varia-
tions for different drift velocities [(1) Ud = -1.3; (2) ud = -0.5; (3) ud = 0.5; (4)
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Figure 3.2.3: Ion distribution functions: Viscosity effect- Ion distribu-
tion functions for different viscosity contributions [a = 0.1(a), 0.5(b), 1.0(c)] along
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Figure 3.2.4: Potential variations : Viscosity effect- Potential variations
for different viscosity contributions (a=0.1(- - -) ,0.5(- - - -),1.0(----)] with ud =0
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Figure 3.2.5: Sheath current densities : Viscosity effect- Sheath current
densities for different viscosity contributions [a=0.0(- - - -) ,0.5(- - -),1.0(-
-) with -1.3 < ug < 1.3 and Ti, = T.. Comparison is made with fluid
models[Hutchinsong(--- -) and Stangeby ( ..-.. )].
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Figure 3.2.8: Current density ratios : Viscosity effect- Current den-
sity ratios for different viscosity contributions [ct=0.0(- - - -) ,0.5(- - -),1.0(-
-- )] with -1.3 < ud < 1.3 and T. = T.. Comparison is made with fluid
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Figure 3.2.7: Variation of K in R = exp(Ku)- Variations of constant K in
the form of R = exp(Kud) for different viscosity contributions(0 < c < 1) and ion























Figure 3.2.8: Ion distribution functions : Emmert case- Ion distribution
functions for Emmert's type source function from our model(a) and from Em-
mert et al.1 (b) along the presheath[1 = V. (1), Ty,(2), 1.(3), and 0(4)]. Velocity
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Figure 3.2.9: Ion distribution functions : Bissel case- Ion distribution
functions for Bissel's type source function from our model(a) and from Scheuer24
based upon Bissel and Johnson2 (b) along the presheath[ = q.(1), 7.,(2), 1,7j(3),
and 0(4)]. Velocity is normalized by V(T. + Ti,)/mi and directionality is re-















Figure 3.2.10: Sheath current densities : Transport+Ionization- ai =
0.1(3), 0.3(2), and 0.5(1)(i.e. it = 0.9, 0.7, and 0.5) for T = T.. Dotted lne in
from the case of or = 0.0(no ionization).
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Figure 3.2.11: Current density ratio with the drift velocity- This shows
the relationship between the current density ratio and the drift velocity for T = T.
with t'i = 0.5(1), 0.3(2), 0.1(3) and o- = 0.5(1), 0.7(2), 0.9(3). Dotted line is from
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Figure 3.2.12: Source variations along the presheath- Source variations
along the presheath for different models with ud = 0.0 and Ti = T.. (a) Emmert
et al.; (b) Bissel and Johnson; (c) Present model with wt = 1.0, i = 0.0, and
a = 0.5; (d) Present model with ae = 0.9, ar = 0.1, and a = 1.0. 1, 2, and 3



































We have developed a kinetic model which adopts the source term with ion drift
treating consistently the diffusive source in a probe presheath along the strong mag-
netic field. Ion parameters such as current, ratio of up/downstream current, density,
fluid velocity, power flux, and potential variation along the presheath have been ob-
tained. Our model and calculation seem to fit well to Hutchinson's fluid model with
diffusivity and viscosity.
The temperature variation along the flux tube shows that we can not neglect the
temperature gradient along the presheath. This does seem to affect the sheath ion
current slightly, but not the ratio of up/downstream sheath current.
Our results extend the drift velocity from subsonic to transonic. The overall pa-
rameters show a smooth change from subsonic to transonic case. There is no clear
evidence of rarefaction shock even for the case of low ion temperature and large drift
velocity(To = 0.2 Te, and ud = 2.5 even up to ud = 5).
The ratio of up/downstream sheath current can be expressed as an exponential of
drift velocity(i.e., Jup/Jcnvn =exp[Kud]) , where K changes from ~1 to ~3 according
to different models and assumptions, and in our case it is ;::: 1.66 for Ti, = Te.
Our kinetic analysis confirms the importance of viscosity in determining ion drift
velocity, shows the dependence of ion parameters in the presheath and sheath on ion
temperature outside the presheath, has ability to deal with ion drift kinetically without
assuming ion temperature along the presheath, and extends ion drift velocity to the
transonic regime.
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We have used the assumption that electron is isothermal(i.e., Te is constant) even
when ions drift transonically. There is no clear justification of this since there are many
indications of variation of electron temperature in the 'wake' region with transonic ion
flow. Even though there is no clear indication of rarefaction shock with transonic ion
flow, it is not enough to simply say so. We need better physical understanding about
this even though there is a hint that viscosity plays a role.
We have also generalized the source term in the Boltzmann equation. We not
only vary the ratio of equivalent viscosity to diffusivity from 0 to 1, but also add the
ionization term. We obtained the relationship between the ion current density(and
ratio of it) and the drift velocity for subsonic case. We also extended K to the weak
viscosity case(O < a < 1) with ion temperature variation. For pure ionization case,
we have recovered the previous Emmert's and Bissel's cases approximately. The dif-
ferences are due to the different boundary conditions(symmetric bounded presheath
vs free presheath). Introduction of ionization along the presheath decrease the value
of K, while the cross-field contribution of the parallel viscosity contribute to increase
K. Ion distributions near the probe surface get broader with viscosity, while they
become narrower with ionization. If we compare our source term with Fokker-Planck
collision term, which is composed of the dynamic friction and diffusion terms, the con-
tribution of the equivalent viscosity ratio seems to make the diffusion term larger and
that of ionization seems to make the dynamic friction term larger. In other words, the
increase of the equivalent viscosity ratio seems to make the ion velocity distribution
spread(broaden) around its average velocity near the probe, while the increase of the
ionization term(or decrease of the equivalent viscosity) makes the velocity distribution
narrow(i.e., slowing down the particles).
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Significant ion drift due to scrape-off flow may play an important role in impurity
transport and fluctuation levels and in the design of divertor and limiters in fusion
devices. 1,2 Many measurements have also shown large asymmetries in the ion satu-
ration current drawn to probe faces parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field. 3 ,4
These appear to be caused primarily by the presence of plasma flow along the field.
This plasma flow makes the interpretation of the probe measurements difficult because
of the absence of a fully verified probe theory. It is the purpose of this and succeeding
chapter to explore the physics of both the edge plasma processes themselves and the
measurement of the plasma by probes.
Harbour and Proudfoot measured the plasma flow velocity by using a two sided di-
rectional probe('Mach' probe) in the DITE tokamak. 1 They used an empirical formula
to interpret their data, since the fluid model without viscosity 5 ,6 seemed to overes-
timate the flow velocity for their measurements. Matthews et al. investigated the
presheath in the wake of large object in the DITE tokamak in order to deduce the
cross-field diffusivity.7 They observed data consistent with cross-field diffusivity sim-
ilar to the Bohm diffusivity with assumption of equal radial and poloidal cross-field
diffusion coefficients. LaBombard et al. measured the flow velocity and the density
along the presheath in the PISCES facility. 8 Their data seemed perhaps to fit better
the fluid model without viscosity than with viscosity.
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The presheaths produced in the last two experiments are not "free" (i.e., extending
a distance along the magnetic field determined by cross-field transport), but bounded
by the structures such as the limiter or cathode. In other words, the perturbing object
is large enough that its free perturbation length would be longer than the geometric
distance between the object and the other structure(limiter or cathode). The objective
of this work is to generate a free presheath due to the perturbing object. Then the
same theory can be applied consistently to the free presheath of the perturbing object
and to the presheath of the magnetized probe used to diagnose the object's presheath.
Thus at least the self-consistency of theory and experiment can be explored.
We have performed plasma flow measurements in the free presheath using two types
of directional electric Mach probes, in the PISCES facility at UCLA. 9 Presheaths have
been investigated by inserting a small object at the center of the plasma column. A
fast scanning versatile probe combination has been developed, which operates simul-
taneously as a "magnetized" Mach probe with probe radius(a) greater than the ion
gyroradius(p;), an "unmagnetized" Mach probe(a < p;), and an emissive probe. Ion
current densities at the upstream and downstream sides, space potential, and floating
potential are measured in two dimensions. Variations in plasma flow velocity, density,
and potential along the presheath have been deduced from these measurements. The
effect on the presheath characteristics either of an electrical bias applied to the object
or of an external magnetic field has been investigated.
A variety of competing one dimensional fluid theories5 ,, 10 - 12 for magnetized Mach
probes exists; the main source of the substantial differences between these is the as-
sumption about shear viscosity.11 We have also developed kinetic theories13 ,14 for the
magnetized Mach probe. These are compared with experimental results. The present
data from the magnetized probe are analyzed self-consistently, based upon a general-
ized kinetic model. A comparison is also made between Mach numbers deduced from
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the magnetized probe and the unmagnetized probe measurements. Unfortunately, the
theory of unmagnetized probes for flow measurement is by no means well established,
but the comparison with what interpretation theory exists provides a valuable addi-
tional calibration.
4.2: Experimental Setup
The Plasma Surface Interaction Experimental Facility(PISCES) at UCLA 8 pro-
duces steady state, high density plasma similar to the edge plasma in a tokamak. Fig.
4.2.1 shows the vacuum chamber layout and standard diagnostics that are available.
Plasma is produced by a reflex discharge between a hot lanthanum hexaboride (
LaB6 ) cathode and a water-cooled annular copper anode at one end of the chamber 15
( see Fig. 4.2.2). A 100 - 1400 gauss axial magnetic field guides the plasma along the
vacuum chamber to impinge upon test samples. The characteristics of the PISCES
are shown in Table 4.2.1. Steady-state plasmas with densities 1011 to 1013 cm-3 and
electron temperatures of 3 to 30 eV are readily achieved in a 6 to 10 cm diameter
cylindrical column of approximately 100 cm long. For the data presented here, helium
discharges of Te = 6 - 10 eV, T 0.8 eV, ne = 2 - 4 x 1012 cm-3, and B= 400 -1400
G were used. A free presheath is formed by inserting a small perturbing object at the
center of this cylindrical column. Fig. 4.2.3 shows the schematic setup for ion flow
measurement. The alignment of the perturbing object and the fast scanning probe is
made through two viewing ports.
A pneumatic cylinder was used to drive a versatile probe tip across the plasma
column, typically 10 cm in diameter, and back(15 cm stroke) within 400 maec(see
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Fig. 4.2.4). This enabled a vertical profile to be taken in one stroke and at the same
time limited the total energy deposited on the probe to safe levels during the high
density plasmas that can be achieved in PISCES(power fluxes > 400 W/cm 2). A
differentially-pumped sliding seal allowed the probe to be positioned for a fast vertical
scan at various axial distances from the object surface. By vertically scanning the
plasma column through its centerline at uniformly spaced axial locations, a complete
map of plasma parameters in the near presheath of the object was assembled. The
system could access any point in a 10x1Ox1O cm volume.
The perturbing object was designed to generate a free presheath of 10 to 20 cm
long. Two different types of object were used: (1) A copper disk 13 mm in diameter,
or (2) an anodized aluminum disk 16 mm in diameter with a 16 mm diameter molyb-
denum cap. Electrical bias could be applied to the object. To reduce the electron
current to the object when it was positively biased, we used the anodized aluminum
object with molybdenum cap (Fig. 4.2.5).
Table 4.2.1 PISCES Plasma Parameters
Parameters General case Current exp.
Density(cm- 3 ) 1011 - 1013 2 - 4 x 1012
Electron temperature(eV) 3 -30 6 - 10
Ion temperature(eV) < 1 < 1
Magnetic field(gauss) 100 - 1400 400 - 1400
Gas pressure(torr) 10-4 10-3 10-3






Figure 4.2.1: Schematic of PISCES Facility - Cross-sectional view of
the PISCES seen from the top of it. The vacuum chamber layout and available
















































Figure 4.2.2: Plasma Source - (A) plasma generator chamber; (B) L.Be














Figure 4.2.3: Schematic setup for plasnma Hlow experiment - Viewing
port A is for controlling the position of Larigruir probe, and port B and C are
used for arranging the perturbing object and fat-scanning probe. OMA stands for
















Figure 4.2.4: Fast-scanning versatile probe drive - The fast-scanning
versatile probe drive is movable in the y and z directions. The Y-Z table is sealed
















Figure 4.2.5: Perturbing object and its support - Two different types
of object are used such as one copper object with 13 mm in diameter and one














The overall plasma diagnostics in this experiment and generation of the presheath
are shown in Fig. 4.3.1.
A) Electron temperature and density measurements
A stationary, water-cooled Langmuir probe was inserted into the plasma stream
and was typically used to deduce the electron density and temperature from a com-
plete current-voltage characteristic at a fixed position. These values are considered as
reference(or unperturbed) plasma density and electron temperature. Fig. 4.3.2 shows
the cross-section of the Langmuir probe and its tip.
Deduction of the electron temperature and density from the collected current(I)-
applied voltage(#) characteristics is well established. 16 ,17 Fig. 4.3.2 shows the typical
I - .0 characteristics and deduction of the electron temperature and density in the
wake region due to the perturbing object and those out of the wake. From I - #
characteristics out of the wake, we observed a highly energetic non-thermal electron
component. Energetic "primary electrons" are injected into the PISCES discharge
from a hot L.B8 cathode. Under some conditions, the plasma-cathode sheath potential
drop can be as high as 150 Volts. If then the plasma density is low, thermalization
of these high energetic electrons becomes poor and the electron distribution function
displays a non-thermal high energy component. From the analysis of Langmuir probe
characteristics, it is found that this non-thermal electron distribution function can be
accurately described by a two temperature distribution model. 8,18
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Since I - 0 characteristics in the wake yield the one-temperature Maxwellian elec-
tron distribution and we are only interested in this region for the present analysis, the
non-thermal electron component does not affect the results.
B) [on temperature measurements
An Optical Multichannel Analyzer(OMA) system was used to measure the ion
temperature during these experiments using Doppler broadening. OMA system is
composed of a monochromator, a photo-multiplier tube(PMT), and an optical multi-
channel analyzer(OMA). Fig. 4.3.4 shows the setup for the ion temperature measure-
ment. A HeII line at the wavelength A =4686 A was observed in second order(i.e.,
A =9372 A) to provide sufficient resolution for the rather low ion temperature(~ 0.8
eV). Fig. 4.3.5 shows a typical HeIA line broadening obtained after 20 min exposure
to obtain a reasonable intensity. For the resolution of the OMA, one pixel was calcu-
lated to be 6.2 x 10-2A for this case. With the assumption that the motion of the
plasma particles is purely thermal, one obtains a Maxwellian velocity distribution for
the emitters, and gets the temperature from the full width at half maximum (AA) of
the line broadening profile, 19 i.e.,
T1(eV) = 1.68 x 108 A)2.
From Fig. 4.3.5, AA,,,ai(= IAAmeasured ~ LAinstrumen) = 0.16 A and A = 4686
A, then Ti = 0.78 eV. Error due to the instrumental broadening was 0.12 eV. A
little hump of a Gaussian profile was not identified. More details for ion temperature
deduction from the measurement are given at the Appendix F.
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C) Ion current density measurements
A unique probe tip that functions simultaneously as two types of Mach probe
and as an emissive probe was constructed for these experiments. The probe tip simply
consisted of a 6.3 mm diameter 6-hole extruded alumina rod with a specially sculptured
end(see Fig. 4.3.6). The Mach probe is a directional probe which measures separately
the currents collected parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field. Two 1 mm
diameter molybdenum wires of 3.7 mm of exposed length were used to collect particles
on opposing sides of an alumina separator. Since the whole probe tip(6.3 mm diameter)
perturbs the plasma, two separated molybdenum wires behaved like a "magnetized"
Mach probe(typical ion gyroradius of helium plasma in PISCES is ~ 1.3 mm for B =
1400 G). Two tungsten wires of 0.25 mm diameter were inserted inside two separated
one-hole alumina of 0.66 mm diameter and allowed to extend beyond the six hole
alumina, behaving as an unmagnetized Mach probe. Both probes were continuously
biased in ion saturation at -200 volts. The ion saturation current data was numerically
smoothed over a 5 msec time window to reduce noise due to density fluctuations. The
sampling time by the CAMAC was 0.2 maec(5 kHz). Fig. 4.3.7 shows the effects of
smoothing in terms of the time window.
D) Potential measurements
A 0.25 mm diameter wire loop of 1 percent thoriated tungsten was inserted into
the remaining two holes of the alumina and employed as a thermionic electron emitter.
Typically, the tungsten filament was preheated by an AC current for approximately
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0.5 sec before the probe initiated its fast vertical scan. The filament was maintained
in a mode of strong electron emission (T > 2000 *C) throughout the inward travel
of the probe. Power was turned off to the filament on the return stroke and the
entire probe assembly was allowed to cool between scans. The "floating" voltage
of the filament was recorded and interpreted as the local space potential when the
filament strongly emitted electrons and as the usual plasma floating potential when
the filament was turned off during a scan. Fig. 4.3.8 shows the effect of thermionic
electron emission from the emissive probe on the measured potential at the center
of the plasma column. In order to minimize the error in measurement, the emissive
probe was operated throughout our experiment in the saturated region where the space
charge limited emission dominated.
E) Electronics and Data Acquisition
Fig. 4.3.9 shows the electronic diagram of the fast-scanning versatile probe. Data
acquisition was achieved by a CAMAC 8212 data logger and a MicroVax II computer.
A MicroVax system provides users with data from specific diagnostics such as probes
and thermocouples, and with records of Machine parameters such as discharge con-
ditions, field strengths, and pressure. Most basic data computations were handled
by a MicroVax on the PISCES node, while additional computations and complicated
plottings were handled by a Vax system on the FRAN node(UCLA). Further analyses
have been done on the ALCVAX node(MIT) through MFENET and PFCVAX nodes.












Figure 4.3.1: Generation of presheath and main diagnostics - The
presheath(shaded region) is generated by inserting a perturbing object, small com-
pared to plasma size, into the middle of plasma column. The fast-scanning ver-
satile probe is for the measurement of ion current, density, and potential. The









Figure 4.3.2: Stationary Langmuir probe and its tip - Cross-sectional
view of Langmuir probe and its molybdenum tip. 1:molybdenum tip, 2:insulator,
3:silver solder, 4:squirt tube, 5:stainless steel tube, 6:copper shield, 7:insulator,
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Figure 4.3.3: Current-voltage characteristics - (A) I - 0 characteristic
measured by a stationary Langmuir probe at the center of the object in the wake
region, which shows a Maxwellian distribution; (B) I - q characteristic ~ 1 cm
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Figure 4.3.4: Schematic for the ion temperature measurement - By
controlling the slit of the monochromator, we can adjust the position to be mea-
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Figure 4.3.5: He" line broadening - This was obtained for the following
condition: B=1400 gauss, T.=8 eV, n = 3 x 1012cm- 3 , He gas pressure -~ 10-3



























Figure 4.3.8: Versatile probe tip - The emissive and the unmagnetized
Mach probes are made of 1% thoriated tungsten, 0.25 mm in diameter, and the
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Figure 4.3.7: Data smoothing 
- (A) Raw data; (B) Smoothed data with
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Figure 4.3.8: Effect of thermionic electron emission on potential -
(A) No emission; (B) Electron emission from the emissive probe is first controlled
by temperature limited emission; (C) When the effect on the potential prale
is saturated, the emissive probe is operating in space charge limited emission.
These are taken at the center of the helium plasma column under the following




























Figure 4.3.9: Electronics of the fast-scanning probe - Electronic dia,
gram of the fast-scanning versatile probe for signal input and recording. 1:emis-
sive probe, 2:unmagnetized Mach probe(downstream side), 3:unmagnetized Mach
probe(upstream side), 4:magnetized Mach probe(upstream side), 5:magnetized
Mach probe(downstream side). R 1 = 1kO and R2 = 1000.
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Figure 4.3.10: Data acquisition and analysis network --
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Fig. 5.1.1 shows the upstream- and downstream-side current densities measured
by the magnetized Mach probe along the presheath of the object('downstream-side
current' means current to the probe which faces the object, and 'upstream-side' means
the opposite side). Fig. 5.1.2 shows those measured by the unmagnetized Mach probe
along the presheath of the object. The perturbing object is located at the center of
plasma column, i.e., around t = 0 cm, z = 0 cm. The magnetic field is parallel to the
z coordinate.
The floating potential of the emissive probe is shown in Fig. 5.1.3, for the case of
strong electron emission(hot filament) and no electron emission (cold filament). For
the purposes of present analysis, the floating potential of the emissive probe during
strong electron emission is designated as the "plasma space potential." Tests show
that the actual plasma potential may differ from this value by an amount equal to
~ 1.5Te, due to a double sheath which forms in front of the probe. 1,2 However, since
we are concerned in this work with the variation of the plasma potential along the
z-direction where Te ~ constant, we need not consider this correction to the raw data.
Fig. 5.1.4 shows data obtained along the presheath at the center of the perturbing
object. The upstream and downstream sheath current densities are measured by the
magnetized and the unmagnetized probes. The ratios of sheath current densities, space
potential, and floating potential are also shown.
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Figure 5.1.1: Sheath current density by the magnetized probe -
Current density(Amp/cm 2 ) versus plasma column radius(z) and axial position
along the magnetic field(z) at the downstream side(A) and at the upstreamnside(B).
The perturbing object is located at x=O cm. The magnetic field is applied along
the z direction. Conditions are : B = 14000, Te = 10eV, Ti = 0.8eV, n =










Figure 5.1.2: Sheath current density by the unmagnetized probe -
Current density(Amp/cm 2 ) versus plasma column radius(z) and axial position
along the magnetic field(z) at the downstream side(A) and at the upstreamside(B).
The perturbing object is located at x=O cm. The magnetic field is applied along
the z direction. Conditions are : B = 1400G, T, = 10eV, T = 0.8eV, n.0 =
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Figure 5.1.3: Potential versus plasma column radius(z) and axial posi-
tion along the magnetic field(z)- (A) shows the "space" potential measured
by the emissive probe during hot emission, and (B) indicates the floating potential
taken while it is not emitting. Conditions are : B = 1400G, T, = 10eV, Ti = 0.SeV,
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Figure 5.1.4: Current densities, current density ratios, and poten-
tials along z at the center of the object- (A) Upstream(MU) and down-
stream(MD) sheath current densities(Amp/cm 2 ) measured by the magnetized
Mach probe. Two data points at the same position indicate measurements while
the emissive probe is emitting and non-emitting: (B) Those for the unmagnetized
Mach probe: (C) Sheath current density ratios for the magnetized(M) and the
unmagnetized(U) Mach probes: (D) "Space" (S) and floating(F) potentials(Volt).
Conditions are: B = 1400G, T. = 10eV, Ti : 0.8eV, n_ 2 x 1012 cm- 3 , neutral





























One dimensional theoretical presheath models consist of some kind of self-consistent
solution to either the continuity and momentum equations( fluid models) or the Boltz-
mann equation(kinetic models) together with Poisson's equation. The cross-field trans-
port is modelled via sources in the presheath. The main differences between theories
are attributable to different assumptions about these sources. 3
For the magnetized probe, we have used our generalized kinetic theory4 ,5 in Chap-
ter 2 and 3.
We have also used two fluid models, one is equivalent to no viscosity (a = 0) case
and the other is the a = 1 case. The results are similar to the corresponding kinetic
models.
For the unmagnetized probe, we adopt Hudis and Lidsky's fluid model6 which is
based upon the free fall model of ions for collisionless streaming plasma with low ion
temperature(Ti < T).
Sheath currents are measured at each side of the probe in Mach probes. The ratio
of the measured upstream(j.,) and downstream(jd,d,) ion sheath current densities
is obtained as
R = isup/jador. (5.2.1)
We have found that the Mach probe calibration for the upstream to downstream
current ratio, R, as a function of normalized velocity V = v/VTI/Mi can be written
for the various theories quite accurately as 4
R = exp[KV], (5.2.2)
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where the constant K depends on the assumptions of the model(e.g. a). Hence the
unperturbed flow velocity along the presheath, generated by the perturbing object,




where the values of K for the various kinetic models are as follows: For Ti = O.ATe,
K = 1.26, 1.81, and 2.07 for a = 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0, respectively. From the fluid models
K is obtained as 1.0 and 2.27 for equivalent a = 0.0 and 1.0, respectively. For the
unmagnetized Mach probe, K is given by ~ 1.26 for Ti = .Te from the Hudis and
Lidsky model.5
If we deduce the flow velocity V according to the various models, we can calculate
the unperturbed ion density as
N = (.' + jdw., )/2f(V), (5.2.4)
where f(V) is a ratio of the mean ion current density to the unperturbed ion density at
z, which is dependent on the model, but only rather weakly. Usually f ~ 0.5 /Te/mi.
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5.3: Interpretation of Data
To compare our values with the flow velocity and density along the presheath,
we would like to have independent measurements of the relevant parameters from
diagnostics such as laser-induced fluorescence. Unfortunately, we do not have this
data so instead we interpret the probe data using the different models and compare
them with each other. Two types of presheath are formed; one is due to the perturbing
object and the other is due to the probe(see Fig. 5.3.1). The raw data of Figs. 5.1.1-
5.1.4 will be analyzed.
Since we are interested in the variation of plasma parameters along the presheath(
i.e., along the magnetic field line), we will concentrate on the measurements along the
axis of the perturbing object. The upstream- and downstream-side probe areas are
calibrated relative to each other(see Appendix G).
Fig. 5.3.2 shows the flow velocity deduced from the measurement by the magne-
tized Mach probe along the presheath according to different models, expressed as a
Mach number; i.e. normalized by C, = [(Te + To)/mi]'/ 2 . Since the Mach num-
ber at the sheath is not expected to exceed one, the Mach numbers derived from the
Stangeby(zero viscosity) and free-fall (zero ion temperature and zero source) mod-
els seem too large, while others are very similar. We also include the Mach number
deduced from the measurement by the unmagnetized Mach probe along the same
presheath, which is independent of the measurement by the magnetized Mach probe.
It seems to agree to those deduced by the viscid models. Thus the data of Fig. 5.3.2
suggests that shear viscosity plays an important role in the presheath of the magne-
tized plasma. A viscosity of order v ~ 0.5nmiDj_ seems to give the most plausible
interpretation of the data.
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In Fig. 5.3.3, the density along the presheath is shown. The deduced density vari-
ation along the presheath is almost independent of the interpretation model. The den-
sity measured by the unmagnetized Mach probe also agrees very well to the magnetized
probe data, confirming the mutual consistency of the models for density measurement.
Fig. 5.3.4 shows the current density along the presheath.
From these analyses, we have observed that the flow velocity interpretation strongly
depends on models, while the density interpretation weakly depends on models. The
underlying physics of this is that the viscosity term of ion dynamics appears in the
momentum(and energy) equation(s) rather than in the continuity equation, so the











Figure 5.3.1: Interpretation of measured data - Two presheaths are
formed, one is due to the perturbing object, the other is due to the versatile probe
tip. The unperturbed parameters along the presheath due to object are to be
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Figure 5.3.2: Flow velocity along the presheath - Deduced flow velocity
according to various models. Flow velocity is normalized by [(T. + T)/n4]1 /2. A
Stangeby's fluid model7 equivalent to a=0.0 in kinetic model, U Hutchinson's fluid
models equivalent to a = 1.0, 0 kinetics model with a = 0.5 for the magnetized
probe, 0 Hudis and Lidsky's fluid model' for the unmagnetized probe, and 0
free-fall model9 . Conditions are the same as in Fig. 5.1.1.
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Figure 5.3.3: Density along the presheath - Deduced density according
to various models. A Stangeby's fluid model7 equivalent to a 0.0 in kinetic
model, a Hutchinson's fluid models equivalent to a = 1.0, 0 kinetic5 model with
a = 0.5 for the magnetized probe, 0 Hudis and Lidsky's fluid models for the
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Figure 5.3.4: Current density along the presheath - Deduced current
density according to various models. A Stangeby's fluid model7 equivalent to
a = 0.0 in kinetic model, U Hutchinson's fluid models equivalent to a = 1.0, 0
kinetic5 model with a = 0.5 for the magnetized probe, 0 Hudis and Lidsky's fluid
model8 for the unmagnetized probe, and 0 free-fall modelO. Conditions are the
same as in Fig. 5.
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5.4: Self-Consistent Analysis
We have developed a self-consistent analysis for the magnetized probe based upon
a generalized kinetic model because we have not been convinced that the model for
the unmagnetized probe is reliable as an independent measurement. Since there are
two free presheaths formed due to the object and the probe, we look for a model
which succeeds in explaining both presheaths simultaneously. Fig. 5.4.1(A) shows the
measured sheath current density ratios along the presheath region of the perturbing
object. Fig. 5.4.1(B) shows the densities measured by the unmagnetized Mach probe.
Here we have estimated the densities by simply averaging the ion saturation currents
collected on the upstream and downstream facing probes. This is the same treatment
as the previous analysis 9 and can be justified by the weak dependence of density upon
the various models which was shown in part (B). The different style points represent
data obtained under different conditions: the different perturbing objects and intensity
of the magnetic field (from 1000 gauss to 1400 gauss); the electron temperature is
between 7 and 10 eV; ion temperature is ; 0.8eV; He gas pressure is ; 10-3 torr;
and plasma density ranges from 2 to 4 x 1012 cm- 3. These data can be reasonably
compressed into a 'universal' curve, as the plots show, by normalizing the parallel
distance relative to the presheath connection length La = a2/Te/mi/D± with D 1
taken as the Bohm value(DBohm = kTe/16eB), where ad is the radius of the object.
However, the total variation of Lc over the different conditions is only 23%, so that
exact scaling is not established by these data.
Our kinetic theory, applied to the object's presheath, predicts a certain variation of
drift velocity and density with distance. Taking W = Dj/a 2 and adopting the Bohm
diffusion value sets the parallel length scale. If we refer to Appendix A, W = Dj/2a2
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might be better. However, we are going to use W = D_/a2 as Hutchinson's fluid
model. Simultaneously applying the theory to the probe's presheath provides us with
the calibration factor K(of Eq. 5.2.2) and hence we obtain a theoretical value of R
as well as N, versus z/Ld. The theoretical lines for D 1 = DBoh, are shown in Fig.
5.4.1. The fit is poor. However, it is reasonable to regard the diffusion coefficient,
DL, as a free parameter in this fitting process. By altering its assumed value(still
scaling oc DBohm), we alter Lc and hence scale the longitudinal coordinate. The
theoretical lines for D 1 = 4 DBOhm are also shown in Fig. 5.4.2. This choice provides
approximately the best theoretical fit to the data. Of the two curves, the a = 1 curve
seems to fit somewhat better than a = 0, especially closer to the object, although
the fit is clearly not fully satisfactory. Here, we might say that a shape factor is 4
with Dj = DBohm instead of putting D 1 = 4 DBohm, since our model reduces the
two-dimensional cross-field transport as the one-dimensional source by neglecting the
cross-field variation. However, there is an evidence that the cross-field variation may
not be important in this kind of analysis,3 and there is no reason that D 1 should not
exceed DBohm-
In Fig. 5.4.3(A), space potential vaiation(normalized by 7 = -eo/Te) is shown
together with the theoretical prediction for D 1 = 4 DBOhm. Fig. 5.4.3(B) shows
the space potential deduced from the measured densities of Fig. 5.4.2(B) assuming
a Boltzmann relation. It seems to fit with the model quite well. The variation of
the space potential along the presheath measured by the emissive probe seems to
be inconsistent with that of the deduced potential from densities, indicating either a
deviation from Boltzmann electrons or some problem with the potential interpretation.
Choosing the cross-field diffusion coefficient to be 4 times larger than Bohm based on
our fitting, we obtain the characteristic parameters as the following: DI = 1.4 - 1.9 x
105 cm 2 ec-1, Ld =3.5-6.3 cm, and Ley=0.7-0.9 cm, where L d and Lp, are the ion
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collection length due to the perturbing object and the probe, respectively. If we refer
to Appendix A, the ion collection length is varying according to various definitions,
i.e., L = a 2 V
,
/CD 1 , where C has variations 0.7 - 2.0 for Tio. = Te and 0.95 - 2.0 for
Ti,, = 0.1Te, according to definitions. So if we follow this general expression, D1 , Lcd,
and Lp should be divided by C, which is between 0.95 and 2. If the probe is very close
to the object(z < Lcp), the presheath due to the probe is no longer free, but rather is
bounded, since the perturbation due to the probe is intercepted by the object. Since
all models apply only for a Mach probe with unbounded presheaths, one should be
cautious when comparing the data at z < LCp with theory.
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Figure 5.4.1: Measured current ratios and densities(D-. = DBahm )-
(A) Sheath current density ratios measured by the magnetized Mach probe along
the presheath with the following conditions : object diameter = 13 and 16 mm,
B = 1000 - 1400G, T. = 7 - 10eV, T = 0.8eV, n. = 2 - 4 x 10 2 cm-. (B)
Densities measured by the unmagnetized Mach probe along the presheath. Solid
lines are theoretical predictions from a kinetic model with a = 1.0 and dotted lines










































Figure 5.4.2: Measured current ratios and densities(D-. = 4 Dgohm )-
(A) Sheath current density ratios measured by the magnetized Mach probe along
the presheath with the following auditions : object diameter = 13 and 16 mm,
B = 1000 - 1400G, T. = 7 - 10eV, T : 0.8eV, n,, = 2 - 4 x 10 1 2 cm-3 . (B)
Densities measured by the unmagnetized Mach probe along the presheath. Solid
lines are theoretical predictions from a kinetic model with a = 1.0 and dotted lines
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Figure 5.4.3: Potentials along the presheath(D± = 4DBohm)- (A)
"Space" potential measured by the emissive probe along the presheath. (B) Space
potential deduced from the density measured by the unmagnetized probe accord-
ing to the Boltzmann relation. The conditions are following: object diameter = 13
and 16 mm, B = 1000 - 1400G, T. =7 - 10eV, T = 0.8eV, n. =2 - 4 x 10 1 2 cm-3 .











5.5: Magnetic Field and Electric Bias Effects
We have explored the variation of the presheath of a fixed object with magnetic
field over a much wider range: 400G < B < 1400G. Fig. 5.5.1 shows the variation
in the object's presheath current ratio with the magnetic field. We focus only on
the unmagnetized probe data because it always remains in the unmagnetized(a < pi)
regime, while the magnetized probe becomes unmagnetized at low B. Fig. 5.5.1 shows
the variation versus unnormalized longitudinal position. If we normalize distance by
Lc based upon the assumption D1 = 4 DBOhm, we get Fig. 5.5.2(A). This does not
fully compress the data onto a single curve, indicating that diffusion is not scaling
proportional to DBohm(i.e., cc Te/B). If, instead, we take a collection length based
on Di oc D , we can get a reasonable universal fit by adjusting a parameter
p(Fig. 5.5.2). From this, it is found that p = 0.5 seems to be reasonable. Since this
is simply a scaling procedure, we cannot obtain the absolute coefficient of cross-field
diffusivity. This scaling(i.e. p = 0.5) does not substantially affect our previous results
in Fig. 5.4.2, because of the very small range in B, and hence Lc, for which they were
obtained. Fig. 5.5.3 shows the effect of the p scaling procedure on the magnetized
probe data(Fig. 5.4.2) for the high magnetic field case.
Fig. 5.5.4 shows the effect on the ion current density ratio and space potential along
the presheath due to three electrical biases applied to the perturbing object:(l)~ 80 V
positive bias; (2)- 40 V negative bias with respective to the local floating potential;
and (3) no bias(at a floating potential of - -60V relative to the chamber wall).
Negative bias of the object causes the space potential to be lowered uniformly in the
presheath zone, retaining roughly the same spatial variation as in the no bias case. In
contrast, positive bias not only raises the space potential everywhere in the presheath
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zone but also results in a change in the sign of the presheath electric field. The electric
field acts to draw electrons to the object and repel ions. Thus the usual picture of ions
being accelerated to sound speed at the sheath edge of the object does not apply for
the positive bias case. Nonetheless, similar ion current density ratios are observed.
One possible explanation for this result is that the cross-field transport into the
magnetized probe's flux tube depends on the overall bias applied to the flux tube. The
flux tube of the upstream-facing probe is intercepted by the probe itself and by the
electrically insulated 'dump'. (Although the probe's collection length along the field
line is much shorter than the distance to the dump.) On the other hand, the flux
tube of the downstream-facing probe is intercepted by the probe itself and positively
biased object. Experiments have shown that cross-field transport into a flux tube in
PISCES plasma can be greatly reduced by applying a positive bias to the intercepting
wall surface. 10 Thus the current ratio does not indicate a plasma flow velocity for the
positive bias case but rather a decrease in the cross-field transport and, consequently,
the net ion collection on the downstream-facing probe. It appears to be coincidental
that a similar magnitude of ion current density ratios are obtained for positive as well
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Figure 5.5.1: Magnetic field effect-Unmagnetized probe - Sheath
current density ratios are measured along the presheath in the real distance
by the unmagnetized Mach probe. Conditions are following: T. = 6 - 9eV,
n,, = 3 - 4 x 10 1 2 cm-3 , B = 400(E3), 600(D) , 800(A), 1000(m), 1200(0), 1400(
A) G.
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Figure 5.5.2: Power scaling of Bohm-Unrnagnetized probe - Sheath
current density ratios, measured by the unmagnetized Mach probe, versus the
normalized distances which are calculated by different scalings(Dj cc DP)
(A) p = 1.0(previous case); (B) p = 0.75(undershooting); (C) p = 0.5(reasonable);
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Figure 5.5.3: Power scaling of Bohrm-Magnetized probe - Sheath cur-
rent density ratios, measured by the magnetized Mach probe, versus the nor-
malized distance which are calculated by different scalings(Dj. cc Laohm)' (A)
p = 1.0(previous case); (B) p = 0.5(reasonable). p scaling does not affect the
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Figure 5.5.4: Electrical bias effect - (A) Sheath current density ratios. (B)
"Space" potentials. (C) Normalized "space" potentials by -T./e relative to last
point as zero. Here M ~ -80V, 0 ~+40V relative to Boating potential is applied











Plasma flow velocity and density along the presheath have been deduced from
the measured sheath current density and plasma potential by using the versatile fast-
scanning probe.
The experimental data is best fit self-consistently with cross-field diffusivity about
4 times larger than Bohm. The fit suggests that shear viscosity plays an important
role in interpreting the data along the presheath of the magnetized plasma, and it
seems to be of order v ~ 0.5nmiDj ~ 2 .OnmiDBohm.
When changing the applied magnetic field, we observed that the cross-field diffu-
sivity does not scale like Bohm's formula, but rather is approximately proportional to
(DBohm)1 2, the strongest dependence being the magnetic field.
Little effect on the flow velocity is observed from a negative bias applied to the
perturbing object. For a positively biased object, the presheath does not form. Even
though the sheath current density ratio is observed to be similar to that of the no-bias
or the negative-bias case, this does not indicate a flow velocity, but a decrease of ion
collection on the downstream probe.
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One of the most important current applications in fusion research is the diagnosis
of scrape-off layer plasmas which are flowing. Significant ion drift in the plasma edge
region of magnetic confinement devices plays an important role in characterizing not
only the edge conditions but also the central conditions. And such drift introduces a
complicating factor which must be accounted for in probe data interpretation and in
the design of the edge structure. Another application to which this theory relates is
the interaction of rapidly moving bodies with plasmas. Substantial ion flow is implicit
in satellite( or space shuttle) motion in low earth orbits(LEO), where magnetic field
effects become important, and this implicit flow is relevant to the plasma flow at the
edge of magnetic confinement devices. The space charging and wake structure are
closely related to this implicit flow.
In order to explore the physics of both the edge plasma processes themselves and
the measurement of the plasma by probes, we developed a generalized kinetic theory for
the collisionless presheath in the flowing magnetized plasma with finite ion temperature
and performed experiments of flow measurement along the free presheath.
As for the theory, our analysis recovers the previous results not only from kinetic
models without drift(ionization source) but also from fluid models with drift (transport
source). However the fluid analyses cover only the subsonic regime and approximate
the ion energy equation in a way that is rigorously accurate only if the ions are isother-
mal, which they usually are not. In addition, they naturally provide no information on
the ion distribution function or related important quantities such as heat flux within
the presheath. And the previous kinetic treatments give no information for the impor-
tant situation of a plasma with parallel flow, where distributions with an appropriate
flow velocity should be used. It also includes the combination of ionization and trans-
port as a source along the presheath.
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As for the experiments, we developed a versatile fast-scanning probe, which has
magnetized and unmagnetized Mach probes and one emissive probe. We analyzed
the free presheath self-consistently, based upon a generalized kinetic model. We also
obtained the plasma parameters along the presheath, based upon other models, and
compared them with our case. A comparison is made between Mach numbers deduced
from the magnetized probe and the unmagnetized probe measurements, too. Magni-
tude and scaling of the cross-field diffusivity are deduced from our measurements. The
effect of an electrical bias applied to the perturbing object on the presheath is also
discussed.
6.1: Conclusions : Theory
We have developed a kinetic model which adopts the source term with ion drift
treating consistently the diffusive source in a probe presheath in a strong magnetic field.
With regard to the collisionless presheath, this kinetic model seems to be more physical
than the fluid models. Ion parameters such as current, ratio of the up/downstream
current, density, fluid velocity, power flux, and potential variations along the presheath
have been obtained. Our model and calculation seem to fit well with Hutchinson's
fluid model with diffusivity and viscosity. It is interesting to find that the results from
a collisionless kinetic model are very similar to those from a collisional fluid model.
This observation indicates that the type of source may be more important than the
characteristics of the presheath(i.e., whether it is collisional or collisionless).
The temperature variation along the flux tube shows that we cannot neglect the
temperature gradient along the presheath. This does seem to affect the sheath ion
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current slightly, but not the ratio of the up/downstream sheath current. The sheath
temperatures due to drift are a little bit lower than Laux et al.'s. This greater cooling
of ions may be due to fact that our model allows only one degree of ion freedom(i.e.,
ratio of specific heat of ions yf = 3) to participate in the energy equation, while their
model involves three degrees of ion freedom(yi = 5/3).
Our results extend the drift velocity from subsonic to transonic. The overall pa-
rameters show a smooth change from the subsonic to the transonic case. There is no
clear evidence of rarefaction shock even for the case of low ion temperature and large
drift velocity(Ti, = 0. 2 Te, and ud = 2.5 even up to ud = 5).
The ratio of the up/downstream sheath current can be expressed as an exponential
of drift velocity(i.e.,Jup/Jd.. =exp[Kud]) , where K changes from -1 to ~3 according
to different models and assumptions, and in our case it is - 1.66 for Ti = Te. The
exponential form has been chosen because not only the results of our model follow this
form, but also some empirical formulae and analytical solutions show this.
Our kinetic analysis confirms the importance of viscosity in determining ion drift
velocity, shows the dependence of ion parameters in the presheath and sheath on ion
temperature outside the presheath, has ability to deal with ion drift kinetically without
assuming ion temperature along the presheath, and extends ion drift velocity to the
transonic regime.
We have used the assumption that electron is isothermal(i.e., Te is constant) even
when ions drift transonically. There is no clear justification of this since there are many
indications of a variation in electron temperature in the 'wake' region with transonic
ion flow. Even though there is no clear indication of rarefaction shock with transonic
ion flow, it is not enough to simply say so. Cross-field contribution of the parallel
viscosity may relax the abrupt change of ion distribution which is an indication of the
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shock formation since the viscosity term plays a role of diffusive force in velocity space.
Or it may be a drawback of the one-dimensional kinetic model. Whatever the reasons
may be, we need better physical understanding about rarefaction shock even though
there is a hint that viscosity plays a role.
We have also generalized the source term in the Boltzmann equation. We not only
vary the ratio of viscosity to diffusivity from 0 to 1, but also add the ionization term.
We obtained the relationship between the ion current density( and ratio of it) and
the drift velocity for the subsonic case. We also extended K to the weak viscosity
case(O < a < 1) with ion temperature variation. For the pure ionization case, we have
approximately recovered Emmert et al.'s and Bissel and Johnson's previous cases. The
differences are due to the different boundary conditions (symmetric bounded presheath
vs free presheath). Introduction of ionization along the presheath decreases the value
of K, while the cross-field contribution of the parallel viscosity contributes to the
increase of K. Ion distributions near the probe surface get broader with viscosity,
while they become narrower with ionization. If we compare our source term with
Fokker-Planck collision term, which is composed of the dynamic friction and diffusion
terms, the contribution of the equivalent viscosity ratio seems to make the diffusion
term larger and that of ionization seems to make the dynamic friction term larger.
In other words, the increase of the equivalent viscosity ratio seems to make the ion
velocity distribution spread(broaden) around its average velocity near the probe, while
the increase of the ionization term(or decrease of the equivalent viscosity) makes the
velocity distribution narrow(i.e., slowing down the particles).
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6.2: Conclusions : Experiment
In order to investigate the role of viscosity in the analysis of probe data for the
magnetized flowing plasma, we performed measurements of ion current and potentials
along the presheath after generating a free presheath. Plasma flow velocity and density
along the presheath have been deduced from the measured sheath current density and
plasma potential by using the versatile fast-scanning probe. We used two different
types of probe: one is the magnetized Mach probe whose radius is bigger than the ion
gyroradius, and the other is the unxnagnetized Mach probe whose size is smaller than
the ion gyroradius.
If we choose the cross-field particle frequency as Dj/a 2 , the experimental data are
best fit self-consistently with cross-field diffusivity about 4 times larger than Bohm
diffusivity, The fit suggests that shear viscosity plays an important role in interpreting
the data along the presheath of the magnetized plasma, and it seems to be in the order
of v~ 0.5nmiD - 2 .OnmiDBohm. Analysis of the unnagnetized probe data by a fluid
theory also supports the results of self-consistent analysis by the magnetized probe
theory, even though the fluid theory for the unmagnetized probe is not so rigorous.
When changing the applied magnetic field, we observed that the cross-field diffu-
sivity does not scale like Bohm's formula; rather it is approximately proportional to
(DBIhm)1/2, the strongest dependence being the magnetic field. This scaling suggests
that the cross-field diffusion may be stronger than Bohm's in the PISCES plasma.
Little effect on the flow velocity is observed from a negative bias applied to the
perturbing object. For a positively biased object, the presheath does not form. Even
though the sheath current density ratio is observed to be similar to that of the no-bias
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or the negative-bias case, this does not indicate a flow velocity, but a decrease of ion
collection on the downstream probe.
6.3: Future Work
The following are suggestions for future research:
For a kinetic model, we need a two- or three- dimensional model with strong
viscosity in order to further examine the rarefaction shock for the transonic drift
case. In this case, we may need another numerical scheme to reduce the computer
memory size and execution time even for the most effective machine. The stabilized
charge density scheme or alternative direction iterative scheme is suggested. It will
be interesting to add the charge exchange term and to see what the contribution of
this term would be when there is plasma drift. We might also add secondary electron
emission from hot surface and ion generation after ion bombardment. In the latter
case we might need to introduce a humped potential profile instead of a monotonic
one.
For a fluid model, it might be worthwhile to solve the two-dimensional case includ-
ing the ion energy equation and the variable viscosity term, in order to sort out the
effect of the ion temperature gradient along the presheath and in order to compare
with the one-dimensional case.
A really convincing calibration of the magnetized Mach probe requires an indepen-
dent flow velocity measurement. Laser-induced fluorescence might offer an appropriate
measurement.
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There is also a strong need to develop a more reliable theory for the inmagnetized
probe in a flowing plasma. If that were available, we could calibrate the present data
of the magnetized Mach probe by the uinmagnetized.
A more reliable measurement for the potential should be developed to obtain the
space potential accurately, because it plays an important role in the presheath mea-
surement. The use of a differential emissive probe may be appropriate.
In order to understand better the effect on the presheath of bias to the object,
we need more data with different parameters such as neutral gas pressure, orientation
of the perturbing object with respect to the plasma source, and types of dump, i.e.,
whether conducting or not. We also need to develop the theory for this case, for




APPENDIX A: Frequency and Collection Length
Into a volume a2 dz of the probe flux tube of force defined by a probe of circular
cross-section with radius "a" (Fig.2.2.2), there are
ji. = 7ra 2 dz f W(z,v)f:(v )dv
particles per second transported from outside into inside of the tube and there are
j.t = 7ra 2 dz J W(z,v)f(z,v)dv
particles per second transported out of this volume. Then the net flux transferred
through surface 27radz is found by
a 2 dz J
net = 2adz f W(z, v)[fc(v) - f(z, v)]dv. (A.1)
The frequency W(z, v) can be related to a cross-field transport coefficient, which is
expressed by D±(z, v). It is assumed that the probe dimension a is small compared to
any cross-field density gradient existing in the probe's absence. In this case the probe
induces a cross-field density gradient(~ V f f(z, v)dv ~ 1/a f[f(z, v) - f,(v)]dv),
drawing plasma into the flux tube which it terminates in the longitudinal direction.
Then the transverse flux is obtained by
j = -V Dj(z, v)f(z, v)dv = -J D(z, v)Lf(z, v) - fo(v)]dv. (A.2)
From Eqs.(A.1, A.2)
2
Dj(z, v) = Wz )
Therefore the frequency(W(z, v)) has a form of
W(z, v) = 2D 1 (z, v) (A.3)
a2
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Dj(z, v) is a type of diffusion coefficient and may be a function of position and velocity,
i.e.,
D±(z, v) D(z)F(v),
where Dj(z) is an anomalous cross-field diffusion coefficient, and F(v) is a normalized
function which is given by
f F(v)f(z,v)dv _ 1
f f(z, v)dv
So the source due to cross-field transport becomes
St = W(z, v)[f (v) - f(z, v)]= [fxO(v) - f(z,v)]. (A.4)a2
In order to determine the characteristic length of this problem, we take the char-




Taking the cross-sectional area of the flux tube to be 7ra 2 and the side area of the flux
tube to be 2iraL,1 where LI, is the natural collection length of the probe for ions, then
we have the form from the particle balance between z and z + dz as
J f(z,v)a21 1 dvdz f f(z, V)2aL 1 v 1 dvdz.
Hence the ion collection length is obtained as
av a
2V
L 2 2D . (A.5)
If diffusion coefficient is Bohm type, it behaves like
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L a2 B (A.6)
The above formulae of cross-field exchange frequency and natural collection length
are not fixed, even though the scaling is right. There is a variation of coefficients
according to authors. The following are few examples:
Hutchinson1 defined the cross-field exchange frequency as
W =_ ,_
where a is the radius of the probe with 'circular' cross-section(Note: In his paper
Hutchinson named W as 'diffusive inverse time constant of the collection region for
perpendicular diffusion coefficient'). If we assume that D1 is independent of position,
we can deduce the collection length as
a 2C, a 2V, 1
L a = =D - D 1 [Te/(ZTe + T,)]1/2'
where
C her ZTe + Th 1/2
Chung and Hutchinson 2 followed the convention of Hutchinson, but they used
different characteristic ion speed(V,), i.e.,
a2V8
L1 1= D.
Stangeby 3 , and Harbour and Proudfoot 4 defined the collection length very similar
to Hutchinson, i.e.,
a2 C8  a2V, 1




and a is the half-width of the cross-section of the probe. They did not specify the
shape of the cross-section of the probe. So if it is 'circular', then a is the radius of it;
if it is 'square', a is the half-width of it.
Stangeby5 and Matthews et al.6 defined the collection length as
= a
2 C, = a2 , 1
2D 1  D 1 2[Te/(Te + T)]1/2'
where
Ca - )Te+T / 2
and a is the half-width of the cross-section of the probe.
Cohen7 defined the collection length as
a2 V_ a2V5  1
4D1  D 1 (2T/T)1/2'
where
( i)1/2,VI mi
and a is the half-width of the cross-section of the probe.
We can summarize the different definitions of the collection length as
= a2 V
where C is given by Table A.1 according to different authors when Z = 1.
Table A.1 Definition of C
CTi = T, case Reference(s)
2 2 present case
[Te/(ZTe+ T)]1/ 2  0.7 (1)
1 1 (2)
[Te/(Te + T)]1/2 0.7 (3,4)
2(Te/(Te + T)]1/ 2  1.4 (5,6)
(2Te/Tj)1/ 2 1.4 (7)
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Even though C = 2 seems to be better according to previous explanation in this
section, we used C = 1 for the interpretation of the experimental data. Since there is
a variation of C~ 0.7 - 2 with different authors for Ti = Te and Z = 1 case, we simply
follow the Chung and Hutchinson's case2 by putting C= 1. Depending upon choosing
C, there might be a change in the ion collection length and cross-field diffusivity by a
factor of C.
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APPENDIX B: Fluid Analysis
The steady-state Boltzmann equation for ions is given by
1 -
V - (6f) + VV - ( Ff) = Cf + Sf, (B.1)
where f is ion distribution, i is velocity, m is mass, F is Lorentz force, Cf is Coulomb
collision operator, Sf is the volume source of the ions.
If we take moments of this equation, the continuity and momentum equation are
obtained as
V - (niv) = SP, (B.2)
1
V - (nmiVV + ii) = -Vpi - Zeni(V4 + -V x B) + R + Sm, (B.3)
C
where ni is ion density, p; is pressure, V is fluid velocity, 4 is electrostatic potential, II
is viscous stress, R is friction force, S, is particle source, and Sm is momentum source.
If we neglect Coulomb collisions and the volume source and assume B = Bi, the
governing fluid equations for ions become
(ni) (B.4)
V - (nimiVV + ii) = -Vpi - Zen4VO. (B.5)
If we assume that the phenomenological cross-field flux of ions is given by
nivj = -D 1 Vjni, (B.6)
and the electrons are isothermal for large negative bias as
n. = nooeIT., (B.7)
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where D 1 is the anomalous diffusivity, and I means perpendicular to the magnetic
field direction(A = Bi), ne is the electron density, and no. is the unperturbed plasma
density.
If we focus on the parallel component of momentum equation, the convection term
becomes
[V.- (njmJV)] = V11 (nimi) + V1 -(nimiVIYj).
In order to pull out the parallel component of the viscous term, consider the cartesian
coordinate for a while. If we assume that the transport coefficients are governed by
the classical model' for strong magnetic field(wdri >> 1), the parallel component of
the viscosity term becomes
[ I g= + + ]z
ax y Oz
a OV 8 71 aV, a OV,
:-v Ox z wciri c8x 49z Oz~
a av, a aVZ
0x 771 --j -i;711 -g
Hence the parallel component of the momentum equation becomes
Vi 1(nim;V( - igVjii) + V 1 - (nYmiVI - iV IVI) = -ZenjVO + V1pi. (B.8)
If we simply follow the classical model for the strongly magnetized plasma, the
scaling of parallel and perpendicular(cross-field) component of the viscous term is
given by
7', = ~ ( ) (B.9)
Since both L 1 /a and wciri are very large number in the strongly magnetized plasma, it
is hard to tell whether y1, is smaller than 1 or not. If we assume that i7j is anomalous,
while 11 is classical, i.e., -y,, << 1, we can get the following parallel component of the
momentum equation:
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Vl (nimiV2) + V 1 (n~miVV - IIV±V) = -Zen;V110 + V 1pi.
Assuming T is constant along the flux tube(T; = T;.), the continuity and parallel
momentum equations reduce to
_aV2 (B.11)
,-(nV) = DV 2 n(),
nV + C25 = DjVjn - V 1 V(",) + V 1 ..i7VjV("I'), (B.12)&z Oz
where we omit subscripts i and 11, and
C'2 (ZT 0 0 + Te)/m;.
In one dimensional approximation, Stangeby 2 has considered the cross-field con-
vection without viscosity, i.e.,
(I) = Din,/a2
(II) = Djn,(V. - V)/a
(III) = 0.
Hutchinson3 has considered the vertical diffusion with viscosity by setting
7_ = anmD(0 < a < 1),
so he has obtained the following,
(I) = Dj(n. - n)/a,
(II) =D_(no - n)(Vo - V)/a2
(III) = aD n(V. - V)/a2,
where a is the probe radius. Even though the choice of the exact value of a is still an
open question, non-zero for a is more preferable. 4,5
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(B.10)
Hutchinson has analyzed not only the one-dimensional fluid model, but also two
dimensional fluid model directly for a = 1 case. He solved them by the alternating-
direction iterative(ADI) method and showed that the one-dimensional approximation
is quite accurate
So far we do not include ion temperature variation along the presheath. Laux
et al.6 included this in their one-dimensional fluid model. Furthermore, Braams7
analyzed similar two-dimensional problem by including time dependent terms, ion and
electron energy equations(instead of using the Boltzmann equation for the electrons)
and by excluding the electrostatic field gradient term. He adopted the strongly implict
method(SIM) to solve the equations. Even though he analyzed the edge plasma, not
the probe, it might be worthwhile to apply his method to our problem. However, it
will be left for the future work.
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APPENDIX C: Additional point along u=O
Since we have fixed the position and energy orbit, a change of the potential at
each iteration leads us to have a different set of orbits with a bit of orbit jumps around
uij =0. This can give us some errors in obtaining the ion distribution, the moments of
the distribution, and the potential, because if we have a big jump in orbit integration
around u, = 0 it affects the next calculations along the orbit, especially on the negative
velocity side(see Fig. C.1).
We need additional points along the u;,1 =0 line. After obtaining the ion distribu-
tion along the modified orbit in the numerical scheme, re-evaluate it at fixed position.
We have done this by interpolation method as follows:
7' = 71; + (71j+1 - I) 711 1 (C.1)
Ue = 0, (C.2)
where subscript 'e' indicates the position where the kih energy orbit cuts through
'u=0' line, '1' is the 1ih mesh point of position, 17* is potential where u = 0(77* = -ek),
and I means the derivative of position(d/dx).
After getting ',, u, for the ion distribution(gi,5), we evaluate gk at the place of
i =las
g' = gk 7 l w (C.3)gh e 7 - 77w
where 77w is the potential of wall, and gk is the ion distribution of kth energy orbit at
position e, which is given by(see Eq. 2.5.2)





hik Ue - Ulk-
For j = k + 1 case illustrated in Fig. C.1,
k+1 = k+1 *7 - . (C.5)gh b 77*7w
Since gh and gk+1 are different values at the same position along the zero velocity
line, we have to choose one of them. We have chosen the nearest one to h, i.e.,














Figure C.A: Addition of velocity- and ion distribution-points along u=0
line- ideal orbit integration: for j = k, d -+ e -+ f andforj=k+1, a-+b-+ c.
Actual orbit integration: for j = k, d - f and for j = k + 1, a -+ c. Final orbit







APPENDIX D: Exponential Form for Current Ratio
An exponential form for the ratio of current density has been used as an empirical
formula in order to deduce the plasma flow velocity at the scrape-off layer in the DITE
tokamak, 1 and it was adopted in order to fit the ion current data from Explorer 31
magnetospheric satellite. 2
As for theories, we can derive exponential forms exactly from an unmagnetized fluid
model3 and from a self-similar fluid model for coherent inflow. 4 We can approximately
deduce it from a magnetized fluid model5 and a kinetic model. 6 From Hudis and
Lidsky's fluid model for the unmagnetized probe, 3 we obtain
R = up= exp[4r'/2 U], (D.1)J 1Lp
where r = Ti./Te and ud = Vd/(Te/mi)1/ 2.
From Hutchinson's fluid model for coherent inflow,4 we can obtain the following
by using self-similarity:
2
R = exp( udj. (D.2)
From Stangeby's fluid model for the magnetized probe, 5 it is given as





2(1+7)1/ 2  2'
and it can be approximated as
R ; exp[2 aud]. (D.4)
From Mott-Smith and Langmuir's kinetic model, 6 we can get
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exp[-*ru2] + (r7r)1/ 2 g[1 + erf(T1/2
R = ,]u~ rf(ru) (D.5)
exp[-rud] - (r7r)1/2ud[l + er f(T1/2 ud)]'
where
2 f 2  2
erf (x) 2--- exp[-y 2]dy = ( -- +
7rl/2 0  71/2 3
Since it is derived for r < 1 and ludI < 1, it can be approximated as
R ~ exp[2bud], (D.6)
where
b = (-rr)1/2 (7rT)1/2
for r < 1 and ludl < 1.
Even though the exponential form for the current density ratio is not generally
proved, we adopt this form from the above experimental and analytical expressions.
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APPENDIX E: Condition for Rarefaction Shock
Bezzerides et al.1 use time-dependent 1-D fluid equations in the transverse direc-
tion (x) for Ti = 0 with similarity variable 4 =x/t. Diebold et al.2 use time-independent
2-D fluid equation for Ti = 0 with similarity variable 4 = :/z to prove the existence
of rarefaction shock in their experiment. They also assume the quasineutrality and
unmagnetized plasma, so that they construct the self-similar equations. If magnetic
field is only in the z-direction, the outcoming fluid equations are same as those of
inmagnetized plasma.
Following Diebold, but with T $ 0 and B = Bi, we can construct the following
equations:
a a(nV,) + (nV) =0, (E.1)
:Vz 8Vz OwV. -+ z - ,z' (E.2)
8Va 8V, _ pVO __ + V-=--, -a (E.3)
n(4) = noe'O/T-, (E.4)
where n is ion density, V, and V are x- and z- component of fluid velocity, 4 is
potential, and V = (e/m)(Z + T/Te)4.
With similarity variable
above equations becomes
dVz ,-dV 1 d(P
+ (V- ) - 0, (E.5)d( di T* d




T* 1 d(ZPe + Pi)
m dn
To get nontrivial solutions, the determinant of the coefficients should be zero. Then
the physically interesting value is obtained as
VO - ±VV=i (1 + (2)T*. (E.8)
From Eqs.(E.7,E.8), we can get the double valued solution of w as a function of (
when
2)dT*
2+ < 0. (E.9)
The double valued potential solution is physically impossible and it can be elimi-
nated by the formation of rarefaction shock.
If we treat our transverse transport term as perpendicular term(i.e., x dependent
term), we may justify our use of above condition to check a possibility of rarefaction
shock in a crude approximation.
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APPENDIX F: Ion Temperature Measurement
Spectroscopy provides one of the best means for obtaining spatially and temporally
resolved measurement of temperature and species number densities without perturbing
the mechanics of the plasma. The available spectroscopic methods differ in their ranges
of application and in the complexity of the experimental and data reduction procedures
necessary for their use. Among various methods, the line broadening technique was
used in order to measure the helium plasma temperatures in the PISCES facility.
Doppler Broadening
Let's review the Doppler broadening by following Wiese.1
The motion of a radiating particle toward or away from an observer leads to a
wavelength shift of the emitted line, the so-called Doppler shift. In a plasma, the
random motions of the radiating particles cause a Doppler broadening of the lines as
the over-all result.
If the velocity component of a radiating particle parallel to the direction of obser-
vation is v,, then the wavelength appears to be shifted due to the Doppler shift by the
amount
A A = t± A, (F.1)C
where A is the unshifted wavelength. With the assumption that the motion of the
plasma particles is of purely thermal nature, one obtains a Maxwellian velocity distri-
bution for the emitters. Thus, the fraction of particles moving in the line of sight with
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velocity velocity components between v, and v, + dv, is given by
dN 1 V dv,,
- exp[-( 3)2] -,F2N r V
where v = (2RT/pI)1/ 2 is the most probable velocity of the particles, R is the gas
constant, p the atomic weight, and T the temperature. By substituting AA for v,
according to Eq. F.1 and by defining a Doppler width
AD ( ), (F.3)
one obtains
dN 1 AA
X exp[( )2]d(AA). (F.4)N V/7A'X D~
If the lines are optically thin, then the intensities I are proportional to the con-
centrations of the radiating particles N; and in particular, the intensity emitted in
the interval d(AA), i.e. I(AA)d(AA), is proportional to the fraction of particles dN.
-Thus, for a purely Doppler broadened line one obtains for the intensity distribution a
Gaussian shape:
it AAI(AA) = 
_exp (F.5)
where It represents the total line intensity. The full width at half maximum, which is
the width between the two half-maximum intensity points, follows as
AA 1 = 2(n2)1/ 2 AAD = 7.16 x 10-7A(T)1/2, (F.6)
2 /
where AA. is obtained in 1, if A is in A and T in OK. Hence the temperature is
2
obtained by
T = 1.68 x 108s A/22, (F.7)
where T is in eV.
. He"I line measurement by OMA
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Since the ionization energy for He'l(i.e. He+) is a 24eV, the intensity of the first
order line of He1 1 (A[Hell: Paschen series]=4686 A) is so weak for Te ; 10eV. Thus,
we have used the second order line of He1 1 (i.e., A = 9372A).
Optical Multichannel Analyzer(OMA) employs a spectrograph with a diode array
which is an electronic analog of the photographic plate, and its resolution unit is pixel.
In order to deduce the helium ion temperature from the measurement by OMA, which
has recorded the line intensity in the number of counts versus pixel, we have to know
the dispersion(= a conversion factor from pixel to A) of a Hell. First, observe a few
typical lines with different gratings around A(HeII) = 4686A(in second order 9372A).
The following are what we obtained:
dispersion(A = 3995A) = 6.52 x 10- 2A/pixel;
dispersion(A = 4450A) = 6.35 x 10- 2A/pixe;
dispersion(A = 5025A) = 5.78 x 10-2A/pixe.
Then obtain the dispersion of A = 4686A as 6.2 x 10- 2A/pixel by interpolation.
Reference
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APPENDIX G: Calibration of Probe Area
The PISCES facility is used for both materials and physics experiments. There
are lots of impurities in the plasma such as carbon, copper, and tungsten. There are
also strong interactions between the plasma and probe material. We, therefore, expect
surface modification of probe during the measurement (normally one scan along the
magnetic field takes about 2 to 3 hours). Even if we could measure the 'exact' probe
area(in fact it is not possible to do this due to typical probe geometries), this does not
guarantee the 'effective' collection area. Hence we need to calibrate the probe area
for each scan by performing measurements with the probe head facing in opposite
directions, normal and reversed.
For normal orientation at the middle of the scanning distance, define In and Inj
as the measured ion current for the upstream and the downstream cases, respectively.
And let I. and I, be those obtained when the entire probe is reversed.
We want to obtain actual current densities, by dividing by the effective probe
areas:
J"n = -- , (G.1)
a1
J" = I, (G.2)
a 2





where sub- and super-scripts n, r,u, and d mean 'normal orientation', 'reverse ori-
entation', 'upstream', and 'downstream', respectively. a, is the probe area which is
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away from the perturbing object in normal orientation, so it collects the ions on the
upstream side. And a 2 is toward the object, so it collects the downstream ions.
Since the flow velocity should be same at the same position, whether the probes
are reversed or not, the current density ratios should be the same, i.e.,
J" ~J
R- - -". (G.5)
Jd" Jdr
Then
a2 _ I__/ )1/2, (G.6)
al In/ '
and
R = (_ A)1/2. (G.7)
For the absolute value of area al we use the geometrical measurement. The average
values of a2 /a 1 were found to be ~ 1.2 - 0.3 and 0.9 t 0.1 for the magnetized probe
and the unmagnetized probe, respectively.
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